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REACTION TO SOCIAL PRESSURE FROM ADULTS
VERSUS PEERS AMONG MEXICAN, MEXICAN-AN':ERICAN,
AND ANGLO-AJ\ffiRICAN RURAL CHILDREN
Abstract
The purpose of this project was to investigate whether
there was a significant difference in the adherence to
conventional morality and the reaction to social pressure
from adults versus peers among Mexican, Mexican-American,
and Anglo-American children.

The instrument used was the

!\':oral Dilemmas Test (MDT) developed by Bronfenbrenner,
Devereux, Suci, and Rodgers, which measures the reported
readiness of children to engage in morally disapproved
behavior and their reaction to social pressure exerted
by adults and peers.

The subjects were asked to respond

to a series of conflict situations under three experimental
conditions of confidentiality, scrutiny by parents, and
scrutiny by peers.

The test was administered in the

spring of 1979 to 441 Junior High School students from
four Northern California school districts.

Eighty-two

tests were administered in Spanish and 359 in English.
There were 60 Mexican students, 60 Mexican-American
students, and 60 Anglo-American students, half of them
boys and half of them girls, who were randomly selected
on a stratified basis.
The findings showed that there were significant
differences in the responses of the three groups to the
h~ DT.

!'f;exican children were more reluctant to engage in

morally disapproved behavior than both

~exican-American

and Anglo - American children.

Mexican- American responses to

conventional morality fel l between those of Mexican and
Anglo - American children.

Anglo - American children scored

lowest in conventional morality.

The group most affected

by social pressure, or the one which showed the larger
difference between the base and the two experimental
conditions was the Mexican-American group.

The responses

of Mexican-American children in this respect were significantly different from those of Mexican children.
The three groups were differently affected by adult and
peer social pressure.
Mexican children scored significantly higher than
l'l,exican-American children in their conformity to adult
social pressure.

W!exican children scored significantly

lower than Anglo - American and Mexican-American children
in the extent of conformity to peer social pressure.
There was a significant sex effect in the responses
of all students to the MDTs

girls scored significantly

higher than boys, and sex differences were significantly
more pronounced in the Anglo-American group than in the
fi'Jexican group.

No relationship was found between language

spoken at home by Mexican and rr.exican-American children
and their responses to the f>'iDT, nor was any relationship
found between length of residency of Mexican children in
the United States and their responses to the MDT.
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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES, AND
DEFI NI TION OF TERMS

I ntr oduction
One of the most si gnificant trends in contemporary
psychology is cross - cultural research.

lrJhen the researcher

studies the impact of sociological factors on personality
development, the most adequate approach seems to be the
compa rative one.

Variations in family structure and in

life style, differences in child rearing practices,
sociolinguistic variability, and contrasting value systems
a re bu t a f ew of the socio - cultural influences upon human
de velopment whose study requires a cross-cultural approach.
The be g inning of modern cross - cultural research is generally
attributed to Bronislaw Malinowski's Sex and Repression
in Savage Society (1927); Edward Sapir's writings on
a nthropology and psychiatry (1927, 19J2, 19J4); and Margaret
Mead's work in the South Seas (192 8 , 19JO) more than forty
y ear s a go.
The ma jority of the early studies concerned with
culture and personality seemed to be case studi e s of a
s in ~ l e

-&

society rather than cross-cultural research

Cnild, 195] ) .

A

se r ~es

( ~ hitin g

oT trulyc omparatlve studies
1

2

were conducted by Whiting and Child on cultural factors
on personality development based largely on the Human
Relations Area Files.

In 196J John and Beatrice Whiting

formed a group composed of social scientists from Cornell,
Yale, and Harvard universities to study six different
cultures and their patterns of child rearing practices,
dependency, aggression, and internalization of mechanisms of
behavior control.
Cross-cultural research such as the above studies
faces various problem!>, some of which are the linguistic
equivalence of meaning or semantic consistency, cultural
variation in response set, and examiner variability.
Cross-cultural comparisons with regard to a dimension of
special interest have led to some interesting studies
such as the research on children's moral values undertaken
by Harold H. and Gladys L. Anderson (1961, 1962) in nine
different countries, the studies of Piaget's concept of
conservation in Africa, the Middle and Far East, Latin
America and Australia (Dasen, 1972), and the studies of
psychological differentiation which stem from the pioneer
work of Witk in (1954) and Witkin , Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough,
and Karp (1962) which led to the classification of field
dependency and field independency.

These two concepts

were studied in two different contexts:

child rearing

practices (B erry , 1966: Dawson, 1967 ) and social climate
(.Pre ale_,_ 1970_: De rsh.owl tz, L9-7-L) ._
In the last fifteen years there has been in the

J
United States a growing awareness of its heterogeneous
character in terms of its cultural, racial, and social
diversity.

Educators have become more and more concerned

with the linguistic, socio-cultural, and psychological
needs of minority children.

A philosophy of "cultural

democracy" has emerged as opposed to the old "melting
pot" theory, proposing that an individual can remain
identified with his subcultural values and simultaneously
become acquainted with mainstream American values and
lifestyle (Glazer & Moynihan, 196J).

The idea of cultural

pluralism has gained acceptance and with it a recognition
that the way a person thinks, learns, feels, relates,
communicates with others, and is motivated, is largely
a result of the value system of his horne and community
(Ramirez & Castaneda, 1974).
Considerable subcultural variation exists within
every large society (D!az-Guerrero, 1977).

Studies within

countries to gain a better knowledge of personality differences among diverse subcultures and ethnic groups provide
information greatly needed in the field of education.
The definition of cross-cultural psychology "as the empirical study of members of various cultural groups who
have had different experiences that lead to predictable
and significant differences in behavior" (Brislin, Lonner,
& Thorndike, 1973, p . 5)

inc~udes

this type of research

on su-hcul tura-1- -var-r-a:b-i-rtt~-s tucr.tes deallng wi tn
p ersonality differences between

~exican-American

and

4
Anglo-American ch il dren are of particular relevance for
educators in the Southwest United States.
Comparisons mad1:: between Anglo- and Mexican -Americ an
children have shown significant differences in competition
a nd cooperation (Kagan & Ma dsen, 1972 ) , in feelings of
personal control or fatalism, in delay of gratification or
futur e orientation (Holtzman, Draz-Guerrero, & Schwartz,

1975; Justin, 1970 ) ; in need achievement and need achievement for the family (Ramrrez, 1973); and in field dependency
and field independency (Holtzman et al., 1975: Kagan,

1974: Mebane

&

Johnson, 1970; Witkin, Price-VJilliams,

Bertini, Christiansen, 01 tman, Ramrrez,

&

Van Meel, 1974 ) .

From the very extensive literature about the Mexican-American
family, two related trends have been repeatedly described
and have received some empirical documentation:

the

closeness of family ties and the fostering of obedience and
r espe ct in children (Kagan, 1977 ) .
Differences in child rearing practices between Anglo
and Mexican-American families have been extensively
documented (Murillo, 1971).

Related literature also

indicates that the traditional Mexican-American family
pres e nts patriarchal and authoritarian characteristics
(rf:adse n, 1964).
I n the area of moral development, Bronfenbrenner has
be e n the principal investigator in a series of stud ies
,____ wh-i ch--a-re pa-rt- -of-a l arger- r-e---:s earcn pro Ject-v i1t- nthe ge nera.
title "Cro s s-Cultural Studies in Socialization.''

These

5
studies have be en conducted in the De par tment of Human
Development and Family Studies at the New York State Coll ege
of Human Ecology at Cornell University.

Bronfenbrenner's

early studies in the 1960's pointed to important differ ences
from culture to cultur e in the role played by peers versus
adults in the socialization process.

Cross - cultural

research investigating the differential impact of adults and
peers on the behavior and personality development of children
was conducted in over fifteen countries.

The principal

instrument used in these studies was a Moral Dilemmas Test
(MDT) developed by Bronfenbrenner, Devereux, Suci, and
.Rodgers (196J), which measures the reported readiness of
children to engage in morally disapproved behavior.

Social

pressure was created by telling the children, after an
initial base condition, that their responses to the next
se t of questions would be shown either to their parents
and teachers or to their classmates (Bronfenbrenner, 1967).
The cross-cultural research which has been carried
out may have relevance to questions that have been
r ais ed in recent years about the effectiveness of education
ro r all students, especially for students who are racially,
ethnically or culturally different.

School failures

are reflected in numerous statistics in which the
ed uca tional achievements of Mexican-Americans are compare d
t o tho se of both Anglo-Americans and other minorities.
Compa red with the medEm number of f2.o school y ears
comp l eted for whites, the median is 8 .1 for Mexi can-

6
Americans, 8 .6 for Puerto Ricans, 9.8 for Native Americans,
and 12.4 for Asian-Americans (U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, 1975).

The a verage Mexican - American child in the

Southwest dro ps out of school by the seventh year.

In

Texas, in 1968, 89 percent of the children with Spanish
surnames were dropping out before completing high school
(cscobar-Litsinger, 197J).
In the light of cross-cultural research comparing
Anglo-American and Mexican-American children, the study of
the differential effect of diverse kinds of social pressure
in three different ethnic groups within the same society
could contribute to a better knowledge of personality
differences among these groups.

Systematic research on

the special needs and personality characteristics of minority
students is greatly needed.

The findings could generate

new school programs and/or teacher training curricula
desi gned specifically to meet the needs of Mexican and
Mexican-American students, who comprise a large percentage
of the students in the Southwestern United States and,
in some school districts, the majority of the students.
Statement of the Problem
Although several studies have been conducted comparing
pers ona lity characteristics between Mexican-American and
Ang lo-American children, there is no data re garding the
cul tura lly related responses to different kinds of social
oress u~e- ·-

Fo r e-xamp-le-,--educ-ators---and

esearchers ern- not

see m to be ge nerally a ware of the possibility of intragroup

7
variability within the Spanish surnamed group.

Mexican-

American students have one of the highest dropout rates of
any minority group in the United States.

Is there a

possible connection b£ltween group and intragroup personality
traits, and group low academic achievement and poor participation in school?

More research data regarding personality

traits, such as the different reaction to peer and adult
social pressure, will help to respond to this urgent
problem.

The purpose of this study is to answer the

£ollowing question1

Is there a significant difference

in the adherence to conventional morality and the reaction
to social pressure from adults versus peers among Mexican,
Mexican-American, and Anglo-American children?
Significance of the Problem
There has been extensive literature, in the last ten
years, dealing with cross-cultural diversity in personality.
The American sample used by Bronfenbrenner in his initial
studies was collected in Ithaca, New York, from predominantly middle-class families and no ethnic background
was obtained for the subjects.

The only reported appli-

cations of the Moral Dilemmas Test in the United States
have been the Bronfenbrenner sample collected in Ithaca
and a replication in 18 schools from the same area.
Other studies based on this instrument have compared
childre n in different countries.
be the

fir~t

o_!1e

The present study will

adminifLter~ g______i_n___spanl.s h

an.d English to

subcultural groups within the American society, namely

8

Mexican, Mex ican- American, and Anglo - American students.
may contribute to

thE~

It

knowledr;e of cultural vari ab i l i ty

within American sociE!ty and will be representative of a
larg er c r oss -section of the American population.

Finally,

the results of this research could be useful in providing
new insights to enrich teacher training programs in the
area of multi - cultural education, and the curricula
developed and used with minority childr en.

By focusing

on specific group differences and similarities, educators
may be helped to develop strategies, counseling techniques,
and programs more tailored to the group characteristics
as shown by this study.
Research Hypotheses
Comparative studies between Mexican and AngloAmerican value systems (Ram!rez & Castaneda, 1974), social
motives (Kagan, 1977), family structure (Murillo, 1971),
child rearing practices (fiiadsen, 1964), sex roles and
cognitive styles (Holtzman et al., 1975) provide the
theoretical basis for the following research hypotheses•
H1 ~ exican children will obtain higher scores
on conventional morality than Anglo-American and MexicanAmerican children.
H2 Anglo-American children will obtain lower scores
on conventional morality than r:.exican - American and i.iexican
children.
HJ

Mexican-American children will tend to respond to

conventional morality in a way closer to that of the

9

Angl o-American children than
H4

~ i exican

children.

Mexican children will show greater conformity to

adult social pressure than Anglo - American and MexicanAmerican children.
H

5

Anglo-American children will show greater

conformity to peer social pressure than Mexican-American and
Mexican children .
H6

~ exican

children will be more likely to be affected

by social pressures in their environment than Anglo American or Mexican-American children.
H

7

Differences in responses between boys and girls

will be greater for Mexican and Mexican- American children
than for Anglo - American children.
H8 Girls will obtain higher scores on conventional
morality than boys.
H

9

~i exican

children who have lived for a longer

period in the United States will give responses more similar
to those of Anglo-American children than those who have
recently immigrated.
H10 ~ exican and Mexican-American children who speak
Spanish at home will show higher scores on conventional
morality than Mexican and r.;exican-American children raised
in an English-speaking home.
Assumptions

L

The order _oLadminis.tra.t.ion -0-f- fG:P.ms and/01"- - -

experimental conditions is not important.

It has not been

10

reported in any previous administration of the MDT as a
significant variable.
2.

Differences between subjects taking the MDT in

English or Spanish are related to culture and not to the
language per se.
Limitati ons
The study has been limited to the analysis of data
obtained from the administration, under three different
conditions, of Bronfenbrenner's thirty dilemmas to Mexican,
Mexican-American, and Anglo-American 7th and 8th grade
students from four Northern California school districts.
Definitions
Mexi can subjects are those native Spanish-speaking
Mexican-born children who have immigrated to the United
States within the last seven years.
Mexican-American subjects are either those bilingual
(Spanish-Englis h) or monolingual (either Spanish or English)
Ameri can - born children of

~iexican

ancestry.

Anglo-American subjects are those native Englishspeaking chilcren who belong to the mainstream dominant
society and are not identifiable as members of a particular
minority or ethnic group.
Summary
This chapter has presented an introduction to the
proble m and a statement of the problem itself.
it..ha-s- exp-la-in-ed- the- s-i-g-n-i-f-i-c-anc-e- o£

In addition,

he - pro·j ~c t;- the

suggested hypotheses, the assumptions, the limitations, and

11

the definitions of the most significant terms used in this
study.

Four additional chapters comple t e the remainder of

this dissertation:

Chapter 2 reviews the related

literature: Chapter 3 explains the design and proc ed ures
of t he study; Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the data
gathered in this investi gation; and Chapter 5 states some
conclusions based upon the study and offers sorr.e
recommendations for further investigation.

12

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This study deals with differences in the adherence to
conventional morality and reaction to social pressure
among three ethnic groups--Mexicans, Mexican-Americans, and
Anglo-Americans--as
Dilemmas Test.

m~~asured

by Bronfenbrenner' s Moral

The studies reviewed are organized under

four major categoriesz

Cross-cultural Research, Mexican-

American Value System and Socialization Patterns, Moral
Development Theories and Research, and Moral Dilemma
Experiments.
Cross-cultural Research
Cultural Traits
The universality of psychology, although not its
scientific character, is challenged by data suggesting
the need for a socio-cultural psychology of personality
(D!az-Guerrero, 1977).

Several studies suggest that differ-

ent cultural value systems, as developed and expressed in
the socialization practices of a given sociocultural system,
can account for significant variability in certain
personality dimensions.

Personality traits, such as modes

of communication and strategies of thought, as they relate
to socio-economic status, have been stressed by some
psychologists (Bernstein, 1961, 1962, 1964; Hess & Shipman,
~~-=12.2_5___,_1_267_ ,_

19.6_8_)_.

ther- S-tud-ie-s- have - pe-i-n-te-el.- out

ha +--- - - - - - - - - - -

ethnicity as well as the socio-economic class of a group

13
can affect differences in cognitive styles.
Mental ability profiles of Blacks, Italians, Jews,
and Puerto Ricans living in ethnic neighborhoods in New
York City were compared.

Jewish subjects scored relatively

hi e her on verbal abilities t han they did on the other
three tests.

High socio-economic status (S ES ) Jewish

subjects scored generally high on the test as a whole. but
particularly high on verbal ability.

A distinctive group

pattern emerged for each of the four groups which was unique
to that group but observable in both the high SES and the
low SES subgroups.

Jewish culture presumably causes a

g reater number and variety of verbal schemas to be developed
to the point of overlearning, so that Jewish individuals tend
to score particularly high on verbal tests relative to
perceptual speed, mathematics, or spatial tests (Lesser,
Fifer, & Clark, 1965).
Puerto Rican middle-class children in New York have
been found to be more oriented toward interpersonal
relations than non-Puerto Rican children (Hertzig, Birch,
Thomas, & ~endez, 1968).

The non-Puerto Rican children

were oriented toward problem solving; as a result, the
Puerto Rican children were at a disadvantage in New York
schools, which placed high value on problem solving.
Me xican and

An ~ lo-American

Children

The competitive and cooperative behavior of rr.exican
--~-and

AngJ.-c:r=Arnerlcan c nil.oren

as been compared.

In games

where children could play either competitively (trying to

get rewards for oneself only) or cooperatively (working
together with others in the game to maximize everyone's
rewards), Mexican children were more likely to be coopera tive and American children more likely to be competitive.
Mexican-American children were somewhere between the two
Mexican children sometimes avoided competition

groups.

when it seemed to them to be appropriate, but American
children showed a much stronger tendency to be competitive
and rivalrous even when it was inappropriate by adult
standards (Kagan & Madsen, 1972).
The differences between the responses of Mexican and
1\~e xican-American

children have been explained by several

authors in the light of the Mexican-American identity crisis
and marg inality due to their minority status (Stonequist,

1964).

Some Mexican-Americans overtly rejected their

parents' way of life and openly sought to identify with the
Anglo-American culture.

Almost inevitably they were trapped

fupsyco-social situations which produced extreme stress and
anxiety.

They lost a sense of community, became unsure of

id e nt i ty, and found decision-making a painful and often
impossible process (Madsen, 1964).
Common reactions to conflict by members of minority
~r ou ps

have been total rejection of their own ethnic group,

de sire to achieve complete acceptance by the major i ty
g roup, or vice versa.

In the last ten years, several

_ r_e_s_e_a rchers have- propGseG a new mode·l of- bi=c crl tura-1-ism
which would re place the conflict approach and stress the
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positive effects of diversity on individuals and society
(Ram!rez, 1977).
Chicano children have been said to be loyal to the
group and unmotivated to work for their individual advantage,
but this may be one of the stereotypes that magnifies a
statistical tendency.

McClintock (1974) used an experimental

game where competitive acts benefited one player at the
expense of another, whereas cooperation brought a better
total reward to the two players.

Chicano children made

fewer competitive responses than whites, but the difference
was less impressive than the similarity.
A review of empirical research to date seems to
support that Mexican-American children develop stronger
group enhancement and/or altruistic motives than AngloAmerican children, who develop stronger competitive motives.
The question of how Mexican-American children develop their
social orientation has not been conclusively answered but
several explanations appear plausible.

Evidence suggests

that economic class, urbanization level, minority status,
and cognitive styles cannot account for the observed
differences.

Community characteristics, socialization

practices, and cultural background appear more likely to be
causal determinants but further research is needed to
reach more definite results (Kagan, 1977).
Justin (1970) concluded that Mexican-Americans are
significantly lacking in feelings of personal control
and in concern with delayed gratification, when compared to
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their Anglo-American peers.

It was indicated that those

were two Mexican cultural characteristics that were the
mirror image of the Anglo-American culture.
of

Price-'~1illiams

The findings

and Ramirez ( 1974) seem to have confirmed

Justin's conclusions.

They conducted interviews about the

problem of accepting a small reward immediately or waiting
for a bigger reward.

The subjects were children from three

ethnic groups in a relatively poor socio-economic region
of the Southwestern United States.

The results showed that

Black and Mexican-American children were more prone than
Anglo-American children to accept the immediate gratification rather than choose the later and bigger reward.
The School Situations Picture Stories Technique (a
variation of the TAT) was administered by Ram!rez, Price\villiams, and Beman to Mexican-American and Anglo-American
fourth grade children of the same socio-economic status.
~hen

the stories were analyzed for need achievement as

defined by McClelland and his colleagues, Anglo-American
children scored slightly higher than Mexican-Americans.
When the stories were analyzed for need achievement for
the family (e.g., the child achieved so that members of
his family benefited from his achievement and/or were
proud of him), Mexican-American children scored significantly higher than Anglo-American children (Ram!rez,
1973).

'rhe similarity between the Mexican family structure

and that of authoritarians has been pointed out (Ram!rez,
1967).

Both have been characterized by dominating fathers,
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strict discipline, and a strict separation of sex roles.
The average Mexican-American was seen as more authoritarian
than the average Anglo-American.
family values could

bE~

Adherence to Mexican

a source of continuing conflict

as individuals are caught between the Mexican and AngloAmerican cultures.
Field Dependence-Independence
The above mentioned studies have identified certain
cross-cultural

differE~nces.

A conceptual framework that

emerged from studies on perception

nH tkin,

Dyk, Paterson,

Goodenough, & Karp, 1962) and seems broad and inclusive
enough to encompass a wide range of intellectual and
affective variables is the distinction between field
dependent and field independent cognitive styles.

The field

dependence-independence construct (FDI) was developed within
a theory of psychological functioning based on the results
of experiments with different perceptual tests.

Field

independent individuals were thought to perceive themselves
and objects independent of the surrounding field, and field
dependent individuals were thought to perceive themselves
and objects in relation to the surrounding field and
therefore to have more difficulty in separating an item
from its background.
In the earliest attempts to conceptualize the
relationship between personality and perception, Witkin
et al. (1954)
aiJJ2eared
to eq_l.ta__t_e_ fLeld de-pe.ndenc.y -with
-~

passivity and field independency with assertiveness.

Since
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the publication of Witkin's Psychological Differentiation

(1962) extensive research has been conducted on the personality correlates of' FDI.

Evidence exists that a field

dependent individual has a strong social orientation while
a field independent individual has a more impersonal or
self-centered orientation (Kagan & Buriel, 1977).
In Newfoundland and Labrador, four cultures were
examined for the prevalent child-rearing practices and the
children's field dependence-independence (Jones, 1976).
Children were tested with the Embedded Figures Test (EFT)
and the Rod and Frame Test (RFT) .

Two of the groups lived

in fairly isolated villages, and two lived in populous
areas.

Within each type of community, one group of children

came from families with diverse land-based occupations.

It

was expected that isolated communities would foster greater
field dependence in children than would the larger urban
settings.

Children from fishing families were also expected

to be more field dependent than the others because most
fishermen have only a marginal income, and poorer families
tend to foster greater dependence.

Both hypotheses were

confirmed.
The concept of field dependence or sensitivity and
field independence in relation to culture was extensively
analyzed by Ramirez and Castaneda (1974).

According to

them, values and socialization styles determined or affected
development of cognitive style in children.
--

--

They identified

-----

four relevant areas of behavior:

learning styles,
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incentive-motivational styles, human-relational styles, and
communication styles.

The child-rearing practices of a

culture were seen to develop preferences in the manner of
dealing with information, as well as in the manner of
relating to significant others.
The relationship between field independence-field
dependence and parenting styles in male members of two
tribes--the Temne and the Mende, in Sierra Leone--has
been studied (Dawson, 1967).
children is very strict.

The home life of Temne

Their mothers tend to be very

domineering, punitive, and controlling.
Mende children is permissive.

The home life of

Mende mothers are non-

restrictive, positive in their discipline, and allow their
children initiative.

Dawson found, as predicted, that the

Temne children were more field dependent than the Mende
children.

Temne children from Sierra Leone also were

compared to a group of Eskimo subjects (Berry, 1966).
Like the .Mende sample, the Eskimo sample was presumed to
come from parental backgrounds in which rearing practices
were less restrictive.

The Temne children were again more

field dependent than the Eskimo children.
A study by Dershowitz (1971) predicted and found that
Orthodox Jewish boys scored more often in the direction of
field sensitivity while Anglo-Saxon Protestant boys scored
in the direction of field independence.

Ram!rez and

Castaneda ( 1974) pointed out that the second par:t of .this.
study also produced some interesting results.

Reasoning that
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the socialization clur:;ter of the Anglo-Saxon middle-class
represents the
society.

dominaJ~t

Dershowi tz

accul turative force in American

1:~tudied

a third group of New York

Jewish boys from families who had adopted values more
characteristic of middle-class Anglo-Saxon Protestants.

In

line with Dershowitz' expectations the scores of these
boys were intermediate in position, i.e., less field sensitive than the Orthodox Jewish boys, but less field
independent than the Anglo-American boys.

In both studies,

children were tested with Body Adjustment Tests (BATa and
BATb) and EFT.
Two studies--one in Houston, Texas {Ram!rez & PriceWilliams, 1974) and the other in Riverside, California
(Canavan, 1969)--showed that Mexican-American children
scored in a significantly more field sensitive direction
than Anglo-American children.

In the Houston study, 180

fourth graders (60 Mexican-Americans, 60 Anglo-Americans,
and 60 Blacks) of the same SES and religion (Catholics) were
tested with the RFT.

In the Riverside study, 596 Mexican-

American and 571 Anglo-American children in grades
Kindergarten_through six were tested with the Man-in-the-Box
Test {an instrument similar to the Portable Rod and Frame
Test).

Based on a number of other studies, Bronfenbrenner

(1970) stated that dependency was maximized and a child
was readily socialized to adult standards by a warm,
~onstricting

mother-child relationship.

Several cross-

cultural studies dealing with the concept of field inde-
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pendence and its converse, field dependence, strongly
suggest that the form.er is likely to be found. in cultures
that place great emphasis on autonomy in child rearing and
are loosely structured.

The latter is generally found in

cultures that emphasize conformity with adult authority and
have a strict hierarchical social organization (Witkin
et al., 1962).
Kagan and Buriel (1977) have pointed out four problems
with the field dependence-independence (FDI) construct:
(a)

It contains a confusion of fact and value.

-Empirical

findings were presented in a way that attached negative
value judgments to field dependence.
operationalized by ambiguous measures.
ments are used:

(b)

It is

Three main instru-

the Rod-and-Frame Test (RFT), the Embedded

Figures Test (EFT), and the Block Design (BD).
measures confound ability and style.

The

Furthermore, "field

dependence" has been uncritically deduced from low scores
on tests, but many alternative explanations are possible.
(c)

It lacks essential forms of validity.

The FDI measures

have demonstrated only weak convergent validity and a lack
of discriminant validity.

(d)

Finally, the empirical

support for the FDI theory has been overstated or
misrepresented.
In reference to more than a dozen empirical studies
on Mexican-Americans, Kagan and Buriel (1977) held that it
is not meaningful to describe Mexican-American children as
generally more field dependent than Anglo-American children,
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at least on the basie1 of present data.

The authors add that

Mexican cultural groups do differ from Anglo-American groups
on various socialization practices but an empirical relation
between those practices and the behavior on FDI measures has
not been confirmed.

Furthermore, the assertion that the

relatively more pro-social orientation of Mexican-American
children is related to their field dependent cognitive style
has not been demonstrated.
A rather reliable cultural difference between the two
ethnic groups in Rod-and-Frame behavior has been

establishe~

but alternative explanations of this difference besides
"field dependence" merit consideration, such as J

(a) the

extent to which early development of certain kinds of
rather specific spatial or analytic skills are emphasized,
(b) preference for specific kinds of global or relational
modes of perception without the general connotations of
global "cognitive style," (c) familiarity with and willingness to manipulate mechanical objects, and (d) motivation
to achieve the correct response in a situation resembling
an impersonal individualistic achievement test (Kagan &
Buriel, 1977).
Personality Differences
A cross-cultural longitudinal study of the different
patterns of personality, cognitive, and perceptual
development of school children in Mexico and the United
States showed clear and uniform differences across the two
------ --- -- -cultures. Over 800 children, in Mexico City and Austin,

2)

Texas, were te s ted repeatedly over a six year per iod.
Methodological,

psychometri~

and intercorrelational studies

were carried out on test and interview variables within
each culture, and samples matched for age, sex, and socioeconomic status we re selected from the total set of children
for cross-cultural analysis.

Six major hypotheses were

drawn from the empirical findingsz
1. Americans tend to be more active than Mexicans
in their style of coping with life's problems and
challenges.
2. Americans tend to be more dynamic, technological
and external than Mexicans in the meaning of activity
within subjective culture.
). Americans tend to be more complex and differentiated
in cognitive structure than Mexicans.
4. Mexicans tend to be more family centered, while
Americans are more individual centered.

5. Mexicans tend to be more cooperative in interpersonal activities, while Americans are more competitive.

6. Mexicans tend to be more fatalistic and pessimistic
in outlook on life than Americans (Holtzman, D!az - Guerrero,

& Schwartz, 1975).
Summary
Studies have generally shown that there is a relationship between one's cultural background and the ways in
w~hi ch

_o ne is lik_e ly to respond to given si-tuations .

Further, research seems to indicate that constant
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differences were found across the Mexican, Mexican - American,
and the Anglo-American cultures for many psychological
traits.

An investigation of how adolescents from the three

ethnic groups react to social pressure exerted both by
adults and their peers and how they adhere to conventional
morality will add a new dimension to cross-cultural comparisons that has not been explored up to now.
Mexican-American Value System and
Socialization Patterns
Core Values
A value system characteristic of the Mexican-American
subculture has been described by several authors (Heller,

1966J Kluckhohn, 1961; Madsen, 1964a Ram!rez & Castaneda,
1974).

The Mexican-American value system often has been

compared to an Anglo-American value system, and the
differences then analyzed.
shortcomings.

This practice, however, has

First, it has been charged that such com-

parisons are derived from studies that have used inadequate
sampling techniques or other research designs that can
be challenged.

Second, a list of contrastive values may

encourage stereotyping.

Third, there may be an oversim-

plication of the situation by inferring that there is
only one Mexican-American culture, and one Anglo-American
culture.

In most of the studies, urban Anglo middle class

values were selected to characterize the one culture, and a
Mexican

fo~k- cul~ure

or lower socio-economic value structure

represented the other (Es cobar-Litsinger, 197J).
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Value comparisons could lead to stereotyping.

A

stereotype is an oversimplified generalization that
emphasizes only selected traits of another group.

It tends

to evoke a generalized reaction to any member of that group.
What is significant in a stereotype of a minority group is
that the selected traits tend to be those that emphasize
differences from the dominant norm.

They tend to make up

the whole image of an entire group, thus serving as an
excuse for differential treatment.

The cultural char -

acteristics regularly attributed to "Mexicans" or
"Mexican -Americans" correspond to a widely accepted
stereotype:

"Mexicans" are categorized as being lacka-

daisical, self-satisfied with their subordinate role, lazy,
and imbued with a "manana" attitude (Carter, 1970).

Most

studies of Mexican-Americans have been carried out in
traditional rural communities.

This tends to ignore

the intracultural variability in terms of degree of
acculturation, geographic location, socioeconomic mobility,
and other variables which affect changes in the value
system.
However, a core of basic values can still be identified
as characteristic of Mexican-Americans.

A study on the

Mexican-American family comparing Mexican and AngloAmerican cultural values concluded that, £or Mexicans,
material objects were usually seen as necessities and not
ends in

"t_h~ms~J,v_es.

The Angl_o w.as_ taught. to val-ue -d-i-rect--

ness, frankness, and openness, while the Mexican approach

----
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was to use tactfulnes:s and diplomacy when communicating
with another person.

For Mexicans, work was viewed as

necessary for survival but not as a value in itself.
It was more valuable to experience things directly through
intellectual awareness and through emotional experience
rather than indirectly through past accomplishments and
accumulation of wealth (Murrillo, 1971).

Within this

constellation of cultural values, an overriding assumption
has been that the family remains the single most important
social unit (Queen & Habenstein, 1974).
Another study pointed out the following contrasting
value orientations:

major American middle class values

were (a) a mechanistically conceived universe, (b) man's
mastery ove r the universe, (c) equality of men, and (d)
man's perfectibility.

Values derived from these were:

(a) effort-optimism, (b) material well-being, and (c)
conformity.

On the other hand, Mexican-American value

orientations had roots in a village folk culture and they
were:

(a) central importance on the family, (b) present

time orientation, (c) production of goods for family
use, (d) limited stress on material gain, (e) father, a
figure of authority, (f) inferior status of women, (g)
simple patterns of work organization and group cooperation,
(h) little value in education, (i) accommodation to problems, (j) fatalism, and (k) value in being rather than
doing (Cabrera, 196J).
Four value clusters were described by Ram!rez and
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Casta~eda

(1974),

(a) identification with family,

community, and ethnic group, (b) personalization of
interpersonal relationships, (c) status and role definition
in family and community, and (d) Mexican Catholic ideology.
The first cluster was very typical of traditional communities
where individuals identified with their families throughout
their whole life ..

ThH proximity of Mexico to the United

States was a powerful factor in reinforcing ethnic identity
in Mexican-Americans of traditional communities.

The

second value cluster Hmphasized commitment to cooperation.
Studies described in the previous section showed the
Mexican-American children's tendency to mutual dependency
and cooperative behavior.

The third value cluster had a

great influence in child-rearing practices.

Age and sex

were important determinants of role and status.

The fourth

value cluster represented the religious basis of the
previous values.
A comparative study of the concept of »respect" in two
different cultures, the United States and Mexico, was
conducted by Peck and D!az-Guerrero (D!az-Guerrero, 1975).
The findings revealed two "core-culture patterns," one
typifying the students of Mexico City, the other, students
at the University of Texas.

The American pattern was a

relatively detached, self-assured equalitarianism.

The

Mexican pattern was one of close-knit, reciprocal dependence
_a1:1ci

dutifulness •~ highly emotional,

framework.

~within

an

.autho~r-ita~r-ia-n

When samples from the border zone were added,
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the response-similarity analysis suggested considerable
diffusion of values in the border area.

The largest effect

appeared to be an assimilative semi - acculturation of
Mexican-Americans in Edinburg to the "American" pattern.
The Family
The study designed by the Mexican-American Study
Project (1970) at UCLA and executed in cooperation with
scholars at other im::ti tutions of higher learning focused
on some aspects of

fe~ily

life.

The Mexican-American family

was analyzed in terms of a pluri-dimensional continuum,
from "traditional" to "modern."

Persistence and change of

family life patterns in the face of migration, urbanization,
and variations in local milieux were discussed.

The results

of the Los Angeles and San Antonio interview surveys of
Mexican- American households showed a significant persistence, within the changes, of some family life patterns•
the importance of familism (a kind of family communism)
as a cause for living arrangements and visiting patterns,
the "compadrazgo" (the close relationship established
between the child's godparents and his parents), financial
dependency on kin, and kin as a source of advice.

The

survey data also indicated a substantial departure from
the traditional patriarchy in the contemporary family.
Respondents were asked their opinions on three statements
designed to reflect traditional norms.

The researchers

sugge-sted th-a-t in -v-i-ew of· the 1-im·i -tat-tons of survey data
on intra-family processes, research on parent- child
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relations using other methods was badly needed.

The

dynamic view of the Mexican-American family as simultaneously embodying and acting out both a transmitted set of
traditional norms and a developing set of adaptive norms
seemed much more realistic and less prone to stereotyping
than most traditional studies.
Many researchers dealing with Mexican and/or MexicanAmerican family life emphasized the difficulty of making
generalizations.
ble.

In some

The configurations were extremely varia-

famili1~s

there was still a strong patriarchy

whereas others reflected the patterns of the immediate
neighborhood, whatever that might have been.
families resist change.

Some Mexican

The breaking of traditional

patterns varied depending on the inner resources of a
family, its strength or its ability to adjust to change
without disintegration.

A frequent problem has been that

some maladaptations -a re bound to take place through a
change process (Staples, 1971).
A more static picture of parental roles has been
described.

Madsen (1964) stated that as a wife in a

Mexican family, a woman's primary obligation was to
please her husband, and in her role as a mother, she was
responsible for the well-being of her children.

The

father saw to it that the children stayed in line and it
was he who punished transgressions.

He often saw his role

as that of policing the family to preserve its public image
as an integrated and honorable unit.

-

The relationship
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between parents and children was relatively permissive
during the period of early childhood.

The authoritative

role of the father in relation to the child became clearly
crystallized only with the onset of puberty and "reason."
Brothers and sisters were punished for failing to show
respect to each other.
Heller (1966) held that the kind of socialization
that Mexican - American children received at home created
stumbling blocks to :future advancement, for it stressed
values that hinder mobility, family ties, honor, mas culinity, and living in the present.

It neglected the

values that were conducive to future advancement such as
achievement, independence, and deferred gratification.
The author underlined the authority of the father, the role
of the brother as the extension of the father's role, and
differences in sex training.

The themes of honor,

"machismo," respect, good manners, fatalism, resignation,
and dependence were also mentioned.

In spite of the

overgeneralization of the picture, it coincided with a
statement by Kluc khohn ( 1961) , who said, ''Mexican-American
children are vigorously trained for dependent behavior
as the average Anglo-American child is schooled for
independence" (p. 197).
It has been stated that the preservation of authority
lines in the family has continued to a certain degree
(Salcedo, 1955).

Other

per~ istent

c[19-rg_ct_e rtstj.cs_ wer_e :

ma le and female roles defined early in life, the father as

Jl
the central figure of authority, little sibling rivalry
within the family, and age itself valued and honored.

The

central structuralizing principle within the Mexican family
seemed to be that of loyalty and responsibility for all
members.
Rusmore and Kirmeyer (1976) found that compared to
Angl o-American parents, Mexican-American parents indicated:
(a) the importance of clos.e ties with their own parents,
(b) warm and friendly feelings toward relatives,

(c) that a

child's best friend should be a brother or sister, and
(d) that loyalty to family members is important, right or
wrong.

Further, Mexican-Americans reported that they

behave in ways likely to create strong family ties and
respect for and obedience to authority more often than
Anglo-Americans.

Mexican-Americans more often report:

(a) requiring their children to play closer to home,
(b) worrying more when their children were not home, (c)
less often allowing their children to bring friends home
to play, (d) less often allowing their children to make
independent decisions such as what to wear and when to go
to bed, and (e) expressing more disapproval when their
children talked back to or interrupted adults.

The basic

values that seemed to persist in most Mexican - American
fa.milies appeared to create personality differences in
comparison with other ethnic groups.
Summary

__ _

Research has pointed out several values that seem to
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be consistently present among Mexican-Americans.

The

closeness of family ties, the fostering of respect and
obedience to elders, a patriarchal and authoritarian
family structure, a clear differentiation of sex roles and
the degree of acculturation to Anglo-American socialization
~atterns

of Mexican and Mexican-American families, were all

factors that could p ossibly create significant differences
in the adherence to conventional morality and in the reaction
to social pressure from adults versus peers among Mexican,
Mexican-American, and Anglo - American

adolescents -~

The

present study proposes to verify these ethnic differences
in the area of moral development.
Moral Development:

Theories and Empirical Research

At the beginning of the century the study of morality
was considered essential to the understanding of society.
Freud (1930) said, "The sense of guilt is the most important
problem in the evolution of culture" (p. 32).

McDougall

(1908) wrote, "The fundamental problem of social psychology
is the moralization of the individual by the society"
(p. 16).

In more recent years, morality has been in and

out of focus as a central issue in personality development
(Albert & Kluckhohn, 19591 Jones, 1954).

The important work

of Hartshorne and May (1928-1930) on children's moral
conduct, and of Piaget (1932) on moral judgment was followed
by two decades of relative silence in this area.

In the

1-9..;30s and 194·0-s disc-uss-ions we-re -r-o·cused on s-oc-ial
adjustment and

socialization processes instead of moral

JJ

development .

In more recent years, however, there has been

a great increase both in empirical research and in theo retical principles about conscience and moral values.
Morality has been defined as conscience or the individual
internalization of a system of cultural rules of social
behavior.

The increase of such internalization is called

moral development.

Various theories and researches have

stressed three different aspects of internalization:

the

cognitive, the emotional, and the behavioral (Kohlberg,
1964) .
Co gnitive - Developmental APproach
Interest in how the child thinks about ethical issues
has been stimulated by the work of Piaget (1932) and more
recently by the work of Kohlberg (1976).

Piaget maintained

that the development of the child's moral judgments goes
through a necessary sequence of stages in which a child
must res olve a moral dilemma by progressively constructing
his own ethical position (Cowan, Langer, Heavenrich, &
Nathanson, 1969).

Children below the age of seven years

failed to follow the rules of a game while at the same time
they believed that the rules were sacred and inviolable.
Older children displayed both greater tendency to follow
the rules and to believe that they could be changed.

In

explicitly moral situations young children believed that
g uilt and moral responsibility were determined not by
intention but by the amount of damage
Opper, 1969).

p~oduc~~

(Ginsb~rg

&

They were at an earlier stage of heteronomous
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morality, moral r ealism, or a mo r ality of constraint, which
was caused by cognitive immaturity (realism and egocentrism)
and by unilateral emotional respect for adults.

Piaget

called the latter staLge a ''morality of cooperation."

The

two moral stages were best conceived as overlapping thought
processes, the more mature of which gradually dominated the
first.

The child's progress to cooperative morality was a

process of developing the capacity to function at the
higher level (Lickona, 1976).
Piaget also held that all children made the transition
from a morality of constraint to a morality of cooperation,
unless their development was retarded by deprivation of
opportunities for reciprocal social interaction.

In

general, research has confirmed Piaget's theories.

Cross -

cultural investigations have shown that most children go
through the stage of moral realism before they reach moral
autonomy.

In only one of a dozen or more studies was this

finding contradicted (Hoffman, 1970b).
Piaget's two stages were elaborated upon by Kohlberg
(1976) who characterized moral thought as developing in six
distinct stages.

The moral stage was related to cognitive

advance and to moral behavior, but Kohlberg's identification
of each stage was based on moral reasoning.
sta ges were grouped into three major levels.

The six moral
At the

conventional level (stages 1 and 2), rules and expectations
were e2<_ terni!],_ !;Q

th.e~

self._

The_ second - leve-l

(stage-s -3- afl.d

4) was a conventional person, in whom the self was
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identified wi t h or had internalized the rules and expectations of others, especially those of authorities.

The

third was the post-conventional level, where a person had
differentiated his self from the rules and expectations
of others.

That pernon then defined values in terms of

self-chosen principles.

Table 1 defined the six moral

stag es in terms of (a) what is right, (b) the reason for
upholding the right, and (c) the social perspective behind
each stage.
I n his original work, Kohlberg (1958) found that as
the age of the child increased, his moral judgments
became more advanced.

He also reported that age changes

in children's responses to moral judgment items have been
found in most industrialized \'I estern countries, such as
the rnited States, France, and Great Britain.

These

changes occurred regardless of the child's sex or social
class.

The stages also had a significant statistical

correlation with intelligence (Kohlberg, 1969a).

Kohlberg's

stages have been related to resistance to social influence
and patterns of parental behavior (Fodor, 1971).
The cognitive-developmental approach to morality has
been re presented in various ways (Bull, 1969; Dewey &
Tufts, 19321 Harvey, Hunt, & Schroeder, 1961; Kohlberg,
1964; Piaget, 1932).

The general characteristic of these

positions was the use of some type of stage concept, of
some notion of a ge-linked sequential

re~rganizat~on i~

the development of moral attitudes (Kohlberg, 1976).

Table 1
The Six Moral Stages of Development
Content of Stage
Level and Stage

'v"J ha t Is Right

Reasons for Doing Right

LEVEIJ I--PRECONVENTIONAL To avoid breaking Avoidance of punishment,
and the superior power
rules backed by
Stage !--Heteronomous
punishment, obedi- of authorities.
Morality
ence for its own
sake, and avoiding
physical damage to
persons and
property.

Social Perspective
of Stage
Egocentric point
of view. Doesn't
consider the
interests of
others or recognize that they
differ from the
actor'sr doesn't
relate two points
of view. Actions
are considered
physically rather
than in terms of
psychological
interests of
others. Confusion
of authority's
perspective with
one's own.

Table 1 (continued)
Leve fl. and Stage

1Jlha t Is Right

Reasons for Doing Right

Social Perspective
of Stage

StagbI 2--Individualism,
Instrumental Purpose,
and Exchange

Following rules
only when it is to
someone's immediate interest1
acting to meet
one ' s own interests and needs
and letting
others do the
same. Right is
also what's fair,
what's an equal
exchange, a deal,
an agreement.

To serve one's own needs
or interests in a world
where you have to recognize that other people
have their interests,
too.

Concrete individualistic perspective. Aware that
everybody has his
own interest to
pursue and these
conflict , so that
right is relative
(in the concrete
individualistic
sense ).

I

Table 1 (continued)
Leve1 and Stage

What Is Right

Reasons for Doing Right

Social Perspective
of Stage

LEVED II--CONVENTIONAL
Stage! J--Mutual Interperso\n al Expectations,
Relationships, and
Interpersonal
Conformity

Living up to what
is expected by
people close to
you or what people generally expect of people in
your role as son,
brother, friend,
etc. "Being good"
is important and
means having good
motives, showing
concern about
others. It also
means keeping mutual relationships, such as
trust, loyalty,
respect and
gratitude.

The need to be a good
person in your eyes and
those of others. Your
caring for others. Belief in the Golden Rule.
Desire to maintain
rules and authority
which support stereotypical good behavior.

Perspective of the
individual in
relationships with
other individuals.
Aware of shared
feelings, agreements, and expectations which take
primacy over
individual interests. Relates
points of view
through the concrete Golden Rule,
putting yourself
in the other guy's
shoes. Does not
yet consider generalized system
perspective.

I

Table 1 (continued)
Level and Stage

\rJhat Is Right

Reasons for Doing Right

Social Perspective
of Stage

Stage 4--Social System
and Conscience

Fulfilling the actual duties to
which you have
agreed. Laws are
to be upheld except in extreme
cases where they
conflict with
other fixed social duties.
Right is also
contributing to
society, the
group, or
institution.

To keep the institution
going as a whole, to
avoid the breakdown in
the system "if everyone
did it," or the imperative of conscience to
meet one's defined
obligations. (Easily
confused with Stage J
belief in rules and
authority; see text.)

Differentiates societal point of
view from interpersonal a~reement
or motives. Takes
the point of view
of the system that
defines roles and
rules. Considers
individual relations in terms of
place in the
system.

Table 1 (continued)
Is Right

Leveil and Stage

~'Vhat

LEVEL III--POSTCONVENTIONAL, or
PRIN<hPLED
Stage 5--Social Contract
or Utility and Individual Rights

Being aware that
people hold a variety of values
and opinions, that
most values and
rules are relative
to your group.
These relative
rules should usually be upheld,
however, in the
interest of impartiality and because they are the
social contract.
Some nonrelative
values and rights
like life and
liber~however,

must be upheld in
any society and
regardless of
majority opinion.

Reasons for Doing Right

Social Perspective
of Stage

A sense of obligation to

Prior-to-society
perspective.
Perspective of a
rational individual aware of
values and rights
prior to social
attachments and
contracts . Integrates perspectives by formal
mechanisms of
agreement, contract , objective
impartiality, and
due process. Considers moral and
legal points of
view; recognizes
that they sometimes conflict and
finds it difficult
to integrate them.

law because of one's
social contract to make
and abide by laws for
the welfare of all and
for the protection of
all people's rights. A
feeling of contractual
commitment, freely
entered upon, to family,
friendship, trust, and
work obli~tions. Concern that laws and
duties be based on rational calculation of
overall utility, "the
greatest good for the
greatest number."

Table 1 (continued)
Level and Stage

~'Vha t

Stage 6--Universal
Eth ] cal Principles

Following selfchosen ethical
principles. Particular laws or
social agreements
are usually valid
because they rest
on such principles. When laws
violate these
principles, one
acts in accordance with the
principle. Principles are universal principles
of justice: the
equality of human
rights and respect
for the dignity of
human beings as
individual
persons.

Note.

Is Right

Reasons for Doing Right

Social Perspective
of Stage

The belief as a rational
person in the validity of
universal moral principles, and a sense of
personal commitment to
them.

Perspective of a
moral point of
view from whic h
social arrangements derive.
Perspective is
that of anv rational individual
recognizing t he
nature of morality
or the fact that
persons are ends
in themselves and
must be treated as
such .

From "Moral Stages and Moralization: The Cognitive-Developmental Approach"
InT. Lickona (Ed.) , Moral Development and Behavior. Theory , Research
and Social Issues. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976, J4-J5 .
by~Kohlberg.
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Behavioral Approach
The study of moral behavior has been influenced primarily by social learning theory,

The processes of rein-

forcement, punishment, and imitation have been invoked to
explain moral behavior.

According to Bandura and Walters

(196J), the child's acquisition of adult moral standards
was, to a considerable extent, a gradual process of
imitating the observable values and behavior of others.
Researchers have studied specific moral behaviors from
this perspective, such as:

resistance to temptation

(Toner, Bosserman, & Hetherington, 1977: Grinder, 1962),
cheating (Hartshorne & May, 1928-1930), and altruism
(Hoffman, 1976: Staub, 1971).
According to Kohlberg (1976) the work of Aronfreed
(1968c), Bandura and Walters (1959), Berkowitz (1964),
Hoffman (1970a), Miller and Swanson (1960), Sears, Rau, and
Alpert (1965), and whiting and Child (195J) may be included
under the "socialization" or "social-learning" theories of
morality.

Mischel and Mischel (1976) also held a cognitive

social learning approach, but combined elements of the
cognitive development process with elements of behavioral
learning.

They distinguished between moral competence and

moral performance.
moral behavior:

The former was the ability to produce

knowledge, skills, awareness of rules

and reculations; the latt,er:

a.ctu.al moral behavior,

cl eterrnined by motivation and the rewards and incentives to

act in a

spec i fie

rr.oraf way.
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Psychoanalytic Approach
The study of the role of parental practices in shaping
and determining moral character (Becker, 1964; Hoffman,
1960, 196J, 1967, 1975) has been mainly inspired by
psychoanalytic theory.

Freud (1930) saw guilt feelings as

the cause of ethics and ethics as the attempt to control
aggression by means of a command of the superego.

He

felt, however, that the attempt is doomed to failure
because aggression is .an instinct which must be directed
toward oneself or others.

Along with the psychoanalytic

trend the influence of guilt and shame in personality has
been extensively analyzed (Erikson, 1950; Piers & Singer,
1953: Gilligan, 1976).
Two of the most important psychoanalytic concepts
relating to moral development were identification and
superego, which were particularly important in the development of the latency phase.

In this stage, which started at

about the age of 6, the erotic desires of the child were
repressed and the energy which had been devoted to them
was diverted primarily into an identification with the
parent of the same sex.

The child placed himself in his

parent's position and internalized his prohibitions.

The

child's personality structure, composed of id and ego,
then, throue,h identification, also developed a superego
(Elkin, 1960).

The psychoanalytic approach to morality

underlined the fol_! QWi!!f:?;

PI'Oces_s_~

_The__chil_d _was inev-i-tatl1-y

subjected to numerous frustrations, some of which were due
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to parental control.

These frustrations contributed to

the arousal of hostility toward the parents.

Anxiety over

the possibility of parental aggression or love withdrawal
led him to repress his hostility, incorporate his parents'
standards and even model his behavior after that of the
parents.

Among the internalized parental characteristics

was the capacity to punish himself for a transgression or a
mere temptation.

This self-punishment was experienced as

guilt feelings, which were dreaded because of their
intensity and similarity to the earlier fears of abandonment
or punishment.

The child tried to avoid these guilt

feelings by behaving in accordance with the internalized
parental standards and developing different mechanisms
of defense against the awareness of tendencies or impulses
to act contrary to the parental prohibitions (Hoffman, 196.3).
Different studies have focused on one or another of the
theory's main concepts:
1950~

Piers & Singer,

fear, anxiety, guilt (Erikson,

195.3~

Whiting, 1959), and identi-

fication (Goethals, 1955; Maccoby, 1961; Rau, 1964; Terman

& OCiles, 19.36).

In the psychoanalytic view, neurosis

and learning blocks may have represented inhibitions closely
linked to childhood guilt (Kohlberg, 1976), while delinquent
and other self-damaging acts may have represented the need
for punishment (Fenichel,
Structure Versus Content:
A critical issue

~n

1945~

Flugel, 1955).

The Cross-Cultural Dimension
the area of moral development is

the question of what, if anything, is universal in morality,

and what is relative to the individual or the culture.
Like Piaget's position of invariant cognitive styles
(Piaget & Inhelder, 1969), Kohlberg's postulation of
universal moral stages was based on the theoretical
distinction between structure (universal and developmental)
and content (subject to cultural experience).

The

structure - content distinction may be a necessary concept
in the study of morality.

Content tells us what a person

believesJ structure tells us how a person thinks about the
content of his

belief~::

(Turiel, 1974).

The impact of structuralism on the study of moral
and cognitive growth has been dramatic (Lickona, 1976).
This influence on Bronfenbrenner's first cultural - relative
typology (Bronfenbrenner, 1962a) was seen in his theoretical
synthesis.

It included a culturally invariant pattern of

moral levels as well as concepts for incorporating
variation in cultural content (Garbarino & Bronfenbrenner,
1976) .
The cross-cultural perspective on Bronfenbrenner's
work added a dimension of cultural variability to the
structural and cognitive approach.

Instead of a stage

theory, Bronfenbrenner proposed a nonhierarchical typology
(Bronfenbrenner, 1962a), amenable to the study of cross-cultural variability.

Bronfenbrenner's analysis described

five types of moral judgment and behavior:

(a) self-

oriented, (b) authority-oriented, (c) peer-oriented, (d)
---

collective - oriented, and (e) objectively - oriented.
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Recognizing the limitations of both approaches,
Bronfenbrenner intended later to propose a model of moral
development which accommodated both the "stage" and
"type" approaches thr1:>ugh a formulation that incorporated
both developmental and social components (Garbarino &
Bronfenbrenner, 1976).

A socialization model for moral

development with three developmental levels was proposed:
(a) an amoral level based on a primary hedonistic principle
of self-interest, (b) a moral level based on allegiance and
orientation to some s;ystem of social agents (auth_o ri ty,
peer or collective orientation), and (c) a moral level
based on the highest logical and developmental pattern:
values, principles and ideas rather than social agents as
the directing forces.
The cultural factors influencing moral socialization
such as attachment (Bowlby, 1946; Stayton, Hogan &
Ainsworth , 1971), child-rearing practices (Hoffman, 1963)
and a social structure that was neither monolithic nor
anomie but pluralistic (Bronfenbrenner, 1961, 1970) were
further analyzed by them.

Their central thesis was that

a pluralistic socio-psychological human ecology facilitated
morally mature and independent judgment and behavior.
description of the process of moral development was
summarized in Table 2.

Bronfenbrenner's first nonhier-

archical typology in 1962 offered a sharp contrast
to Kohlberg 's stage approach.

However, the following

model synthesized the developmental levels and the

Their

Table 2
A Model for Studying the Relationship of SociaPsychological Pluralism to
Developmental Level

~oral

Development

Moral Socialization Outcome

Critical Pluralistic Variables

Establishment of attachment,
i.e., primary socialization.

Care-giving patterns, both behavioral and normative, contribute
to progressively more complex
systems of reciprocal infantadult interaction.
Structure of child-other interaction:
Progressive expansion of patterns
of association from primary caregiver-infant dyads to larger social
systems consistent with the
"optimal discrepancy model."
Initial pluralistic social settings
with several different persons
serving as objects for the child's
attention and affiliation and as
sources of demands. Initial ability
to respond to differential influences
through »objective cognitive response orientation."
Development of multiple associations rather than complete
immersion in one collectivity.

Early Childhood

Expansion of primary attachment relationships into
ever-widening circles.

Late1r Childhood

Development of relationships
to social collectivities,
particularly peer groups and
children's institutions.

Table 2 (continued)
Developmental Level

Moral Socialization Outcome

Critical Pluralistic Variables

Ado lJescence

Resolution of relationships
to social collectivities so
as to achieve both objectiveprincipled moral orientation,
and social identity cementing
individual-system relationships of allegiance and
commitment.

Integration of individual into adult
roles and experiences. Relative
congruence between goals and
values of peer groups and adult
institutions; neither "cultural warfare" of peer group against adult
social structures nor domination of
peer groups by adult authority.
Provision of pathways to adult
activities which are consonant with
previous socialization experiences.
Systems of social support for
alternative patterns of access to
economic and social resources.
Feedback to parental childrearing
which supports encouragement of
identity and diversity (i.e., neither
authoritarian nor permissive, but
authoritative childrearing).
Pluralism for adults to encourage
pluralism for children.

Adul~hood

Maintenance of creative tension between social identity
and moral objectiveprincipled orientation.

No ke. From ''The Socialization of Moral Judgment and Behavior in Cross-Cultural
Perspective" by J. Garbarino and U. Bronfenbrenner. InT. Lickona (Ed.), Moral
Development and Behavior: Theory, Research, and Social Issues. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976, 77.
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sociolo gical and cultural variables capable of generating
the highest moral leve!l.

Bronfenbrenner' s highest moral

stage coincided with Kohlberg's third level, the post conventional or principled level.

Table 2 showed the moral

socialization outcomes: and socio-cultural variables at
each developmental stage.

It pointed out the critical

circumstances leading to the development of higher moral
outcomes.

The model also indicated that social and envi-

ronmental pluralism or involvement in different and complex
social interactions and settings was a crucial factor through
all the stages of moral development.
Summary
Moral development is the increasing internalization of
a system of cultural rules of social behavior.

Three main

approaches have been taken by different researchers:

the

cognitive-developmental, the behavioral, and the psychoanalytic.

Bronfenbrenner proposed a cross-cultural typology,

which added a dimension of cultural variability to the
structural and cognitive developmental approach.

Within this

framework, the present study focuses on the possibility of
ethnic differences in moral responses within the same
socio-political structure.
Moral Dilemma Experiments
The instrument used in the present study to measure
the different reactions of three ethnic groups to social
pressure
s_ l'r.oral Dilemmas. 'r-es-t -- (M])T-). - - - - is Bronfenbrenner'
- --

-~

Se veral studies have used the same test since the early
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1960s.

Most of the studies reported on in this section form

part of a larger research project with the general title,
"Cross-Cultural Studies in Socialization," conducted at
Cornell University Department of Human Development and
Family Studies, New York State College of Human Ecology,
under the direction of Urie Bronfenbrenner.
Bronfenbrenner visited the Soviet Union on seven
occasions from 1960 to 1967.

His observations of upbringing

in the Soviet family, in collective settings, and the
psychological implications of Soviet methods of upbringing
were published in the United States in 1970.

Unstructured

observations and a series of experiments based on research
on parent-child relations and on group process comparing
Soviet children with other children in a number of different
countries confirmed Bronfenbrenner's hypothesis.

He

stated that Soviet methods of child rearing both in the
family and in the children's collective reinforced each
other in producing a child who conformed to adult standards
of "good conduct,"
Soviet and American Experiment
The main systematic investigation consisted in the
administration of the MDT to a sample of more than 150
12-year-olds (six classrooms in three different schools) in
each country.

The results indicated that, under all three

conditions, Soviet children were much less willing to
engage in anti-social behavior than their age-mates in_______
three Western countries:

the United States, England, and
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\'Jest Germany (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).
effect of the peer

~~oup

In addition, the

was quite different in the Soviet

Union and the United States.

When told that their classmates

would know of their actions, American children were even
more inclined to take part in misconduct.
showed an opposite tendency:

Soviet youngsters

the peer group was about as

effective as adults in decreasing misbehavior (Bronfen brenner, 1967 ) .
The mean values obtained by boys and girls in each
culture under the three experimental conditions are shown
in Table

J.

It is apparent that there were great dif-

ferences between the groups on all measures, particularly
for the boys.

Differences between girls were less

pronounced.
Reaction to social pressure among Soviet school children
brought up in boarding schools versus day schools was
investigated.

The mean values obtained by boys and girls

in each type of school under the three experimental
conditions are shown in Table 4.
Consistent with the hypothesis of the study, children
raised primarily in a single socialization setting (the
boarding school ) differed from those exposed to a diversity
of a gents and contexts of upbringing (day school pupils).
The former subscribed to a greater extent to culturally
approved values and showed greater conformity to social
pressures in their immediate environment than did
day school students.

~he

Both Soviet samples were substantially
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Table 3
Mean Scores Obtained by Boys and Girls in the US and
the USSR under Three Experimental Conditions
Subjects
Boys
Soviet
American
Difference
Girls
Soviet
American
Difference
Both sexes
Soviet
American

II
Adult

III
Peer

12.54
1.02
11.52

14.21

1.57

12.64

13.18
. 16
13.02

13.30
.92
12.38

15.13
3.83
11.30

17.02
4.35
12.67

16.90
2.38
14.52

16.33
3.52
12.82

13.84
2.43

15.62

15.04
1. 27

14.82
2.22

I

Base

2.96

IV

Mean across
Conditions

Note. From "Response to Pressure from Peers versus
Adults among Soviet and American School Children" by
U. Bronfenbrenner, International Journal of Psychology,
1967, £(3). 202.
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Table 4
Mean Scores ObtainHd by Soviet Boarding and Day School
Pupils under
Subjects

Experimental Conditions

Experimental

Boys
Boarding
Day
Difference
Girls
Boarding
Day
Difference
Both sexes
Boarding
Day
Difference
Note.

~~hree

Conditions

Base

Adult

Peer

Average
across
conditions

12. 5~~
11.25
1.29

14.21
12.08
2 .1J

1).18
11. J8
1.80

1J.J1
11.57
1. 74

15.11
12.)6
2.75

17.02
12.89
4.13

16.90
13.26
3.64

16.J4
12.84
J.50

1).82
11. 81
2.01

15.62
12.49
).13

15.04
12.)2
2.72

14.83
12.20
2.63

A high score indicated an adult-oriented response.

Note. From "Reaction to Social Pressure from Adults
versus Peers, among Soviet Day School and Boarding School
Pupils in the Perspective of an American Sample" by
U. Bronfenbrenner, Journal of Personality and Social
Psy cholo gy, 1970, 12(J), l BJ.

------

less willing to engage in antisocial behavior than American
age-mates (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).
Soviet and Swiss Experiment
Soviet and Swiss children living away from home were
compared.

This comparison revealed a rather different

pattern of responses for children in the two countries.

The

experiment required each child to say what he/she would
do if he/she learned that a classmate or friend had engaged
in some form of misconduct.

The results showed that in

the Soviet Union the peer group not only acts to support
adult approved behavior but also takes personal responsibility for developing and maintaining good behavior in
others.

In the great majority of cases {75%) the Soviet

youngsters reacted by saying that they themselves would
talk to the offender.

In contrast, only a third of the

Swiss children gave this response (Bronfenbrenner, 1964).
An interesting feature of these studies was the fact that
Soviet girls showed both the highest level of commitment
to adult standards and the least individual variation
within the classroom.
Soviet, British, Swiss, and American Experiment
In a comparison of social behavior among school children
in four cultures, England, Switzerland, the Soviet Union
and the United States, Soviet youngsters placed stronger
emphasis than any other group on overt propriety, such as
being clean, orderly, and well-mannered.

They gave less __

weieht than the subjects from the other countries totelling
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the truth and seeking intellectual understanding (Rodgers,
Bronfenbrenner, & Devereux, 1968).
British Experiment
The administra ti•Dn of the MDT to children in other
countries has provided new insights and has opened new
questions for further research.
eight British schools:

A study was conducted in

two state schools (one urban, one

rural), two private day schools, two boarding schools, and
two pro gressive schools (Beloff & Patton, 1970).
Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues had suggested that
relatively unloving,punitive parents and the segregation
of generations led to the prediction that the behavior of
British children would be a less ingratiating level than
that of American children.

They predicted that when tested,

peer pressure would be stronger in its opposition to adult
pressure (Devereux, Bronfenbrenner, & Rodgers, 1969).

The

Beloff-Patton study showed that the British and American
scores did not differ significantly.

British girls,

however, did move away from "good" behavior not only
under peer, but also under adult scrutiny.
Boarders presented, as in previous studies, higher
scores than chiluren attending day schools.

The authors

did not find a significant difference between private and
public schools.

The results of the study are shown in

Table 5.
German and American Exoeriment
A comparative study of child-rearing practices in

Table 5
Mean Scores on Total Moral Dilemmas Test for British
Subsamples

Group

N

M

Diff.

Boys
Girls

134
140

1. 30
).90

2.60

.01

85
85

1.58
).89

2.)1

.01

60
100

l.OJ

).51

.05

4.54

95
55

2.87
2.90

0.0)

ns

Day Pupils
Boarders
Progressive
Conventional
State
Private

Note. From "Bronfenbrenner's Moral Dilemmas in Britain:
Children, Their Peers and Their Parents" by H. Beloff and
X. Patton, International Journal of Psychology, 1970,
2 (1)' 31.
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West Germany and the United States revealed a number of
significant differences in child rearing practices
(Devereux, Bronfenbrenner, & Suci, 1962).

This led to a

series of specific hypotheses that were tested in two
experiments in 1964 and 1969.
1.

The specific hypotheses weret

The conduct of German children would vary more than

that of American children as a function of being in an
authority - bounded versus a free situation.
2.

The behavior of working-class children in both

cultures would vary more than that of middle-class
children as a function of the presence or absence of authority figures or symbols in the situation.

J.

Differences between the behavior of boys and girls

should be enhanced in Germany and attenuated or altogether
absent in the United States.
4.

For German children more than for American

children, under conditions of temptations to deviance,
indications of guilt-anxiety would be high in authoritybounded situations and low in free situations.

5.

Children with warm, supportive, non-punitive fathers

show more stability of conduct between authority-bounded
and free situations than would children from homes with
harsh, punitive fathers.
For the German study the subjects consisted of 120
school children, 78 boys and 42 girls all in their sixth
school year and hence mostly 11 or 12 years old.

Half

of the schools selected served a middle-class population
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and half a working- class population.

The only experimental

manipulation was the absence or presence of the teacher
during testing.

The first hypothesis was confirmed by the

mean adult conformity scores of German and American children
under the two experimental conditions.

The second hy -

pothesis was also supported by the mean adult conformity
scores by school type or social class.
was supported in

genE~ral

The third hypothesis

by the mean adult conformity

scores by sex of child, as shown in Table 6.

However,

contrary to their prediction, there is a non- significant
trend suggesting that American girls may have been
slightly more influenced by the experimental manipulation
than American boys.
Hypotheses four and five were confirmed, using other
instruments and not a short form of the MDT, like the
previous ones.

The results of these two experiments led

to four interrelated propositions in the area of moral
development.

First, children reared in relatively more

authoritarian styles will have relatively more externalized
consciences, whereas children reared in less authoritarian
styles will have relatively more internalized consciences.
Second, children with more externalized consciences will
experience more guilt anxiety in authority-bounded situations than in authority-free situations, and vice versa.
Third, a child whose guilt-anxiety level is high, will be
able ~o res is~

J~~er ~~!!l:QtatiJ>ns

than when guilt anxiety is low.

:towar_d dev:.iance be.t ter
Fourth, children reared
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Table 6
Mean Adult Conformity Scores of German and American
Children, with Teacher Present versus Teacher Absent
by School Type, Social Class, and Sex of the Child
Nationality,
Sex, and
School Type
German
Boys
Girls
Gimnasium
Volksschule
American
Boys
Girls
Middle-class
vJ orking-class

Teacher present
Mean
(N)

Teacher absent
(N)
Mean

46.90
47. 9'7
45.83
42.56
51.25
41.95
49.84
4.07
42.16
41.75

39·48
38. 2
40.73
47.22
1.93
40.25
48.48
2.02
41.93
38.58

'49)

( 1)
( 1. 8)

(33)
(26)
(85)

cas>

( 7)
(47)
(38)

(61)
(37)
(24)
(33)
( 28)
(89)
(52)
(37)
(46)
(43)

Difference

7.32
9.55
5.10
5.34
9.32
1. 70
1. 36

2.05

.23
3.17

Note. From "Authority and Moral Development among German
and American Children: A Cross-National Pilot Experiment"
by E. C. Devereux, Journal of Comparative Family Studies,

1972, J(1)' 107.
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in an authoritarian style will be able to resist temptation
better in authority - bounded than in free situations and
vice versa.
These propositions were tested by observing differences
in the responses of German and American 12-year-olds to the
MDT and to a measure of guilt-anxiety with the teacher
present or absent.

Previous research on child-rearing

practices in Germany supported the identification of children who had experienced a relatively larger share of
authoritarian and pun.i ti ve controls and who might therefore
be expected to have relatively more externalized consciences.
Further information regarding the characteristics of
peer and adult oriented children has been obtained.
identification was based on the MDT.

The

Peer oriented children

who generally conform to a socially undesirable peer subculture seemed to be unsatisfied and anxious about it.

They

appeared to be overly dependent upon the peer group and
conformed out of necessity rather than choice.

This

"necessity" seemed to be created by a family in which the
parents established a climate of "passive neglect"

thereby

pushing the children from the home and forcing them to
seek approval and affection elsewhere (Condy & Siman, 1974).
Israeli and Soviet ExReriment
Two studies conducted in Israel shed new light on the
effects of different contexts of upbringing:
versus the collective.

the family

Children's reactions to social

~~~~~----------

pressure (Shouval, Kav-Venaki, Bronfenbrenner, Devereux,
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& Kiely, 1975) and t:he role of the language of instruction
in mediating responses to social pressure (Kav-Yenaki,
Eyal, Bronfenbrenner, Kiely, & Kaplan, 1976) were studied.
The first of these t:wo experiments investigated reaction
to social pressure among Israeli and Soviet 12-year- olds
brought up in family versus collective settings (boarding
schools in the Soviet Union, kibbutzim in Israel).

The

average responses to social pressure under the three
experimental conditions for Israeli and Soviet children
are shown in Table 7.
Soviet children showed higher levels of reported
conformity than their Israeli age-mates.

Cultural differ-

ences, sex differences, and effect of threatened social
exposure were greater for youngsters raised in collective
settings than for those brought up in their own homes.
Kibbutz-reared children did not react in the same way as
products of Soviet group upbringing.

Israeli children

generally did resemble Soviet children in reacting similarly
to pressure from peers versus adults, but they differed
sharply from their Soviet counterparts, as well as from
children from 10 other countries, in giving their most
moral responses when neither their parents nor their
friends would know of their action.
Russian-Born Children Experiment in Israel
The second Israeli experiment was conducted with a
sample of Russian-born adolescents who hag recently
immigrated to Israel.

Instructions for the MDT were given
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Table 7
Average

ResponsE~

to Social Pressure of Soviet and

Israeli Children Under the Three Experimental
Conditions

Upbringing setting

Experimental Conditions
1:Base
22Adult
J:Peer

4 :Average
score

Israel
Family
Girls
Boys
Both sexes
Collective
Girls
Boys
Both sexes

2.54
J.OO
2.77

1.04
1.J9
1.22

.44
.60
.62

1. J4
1.66
1.50

2.58
1.93
2.26

2.75
.85
1. 80

1.65
-.41
.62

2.JJ
• 79
1.56

U.S.S.R.
Family
Girls
Boys
Both sexes
Collective
Girls
Boys
Both sexes

12.)6
11.25
11.81

12.89
12.08
12.49

1).26
11. J8
12.)2

12.84
11.57
12.20

15.11
12.54
1J. 82

17.02
14.21
15.62

16.90
12.)2
15.04

16.)4
12.20
14.8J

Note. From "Anomalous Reactions
Israeli and Soviet Children Raised
Collective Settings" by R. Shouval
Personality and Social Psychology,

to Social Pressure of
in Family Versus
et al. , Journal of
1975, ~(J), 482.

6J
once in Russian and once in Hebrew.

The

respons~to

social

pressure under the three experimental conditions by
Russian-born

emigr~

children in Israel are shown in

Table 8.
Contrary to the main hypothesis, when subjected to
pressure from adults the children gave more conventional
moral responses under Hebrew than under Russian instructions.
The result was interpreted as reflecting the tendency to
r espond more moralistically to the language of authority,
which, for the
Hebrew.

emigr~

children, shifted from Russian to

Regardless of the language of administration,
emigr~

the scores for the

children fell between those for

Soviet and Israeli youngsters, but they were closer to
the latter.

Within the sample, the longer a child lived

in one or the other society, the more his response to
social pressure resembled the model reaction of children
in that society.

Children from families who had or had

not spoken Yiddish in the home showed marked differences
in response. with the former resembling the Israeli and
the latter the typical Soviet reaction.

The results

were interpreted as reflecting the capacity of children
to adapt to conflicting socialization settings both within
and across cultures.
Brazilian Experiment
The results of the MDT administered to Brazilian
children (Scheibe
atypical pattern.

&

Spaccaquerche,
15?76) P-rese_nt.e.d a ve.ry _
--

-----

Brazilian children were unaffected by
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Table 8
Response to Social Pressure Under the Three Experimental Conditions by Russian - Born Emigre Children
in Israel
Dilemma

scores
Difference
between
conditions

Lang uage of
administration

1. Hebrew language

2. Russian language

J. Difference:

Hebrew - Russian

Base

Adult

Peer

Average
score

Adult Exper
imen-peer tal
base
(V) (VI)

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

6.24
5.46

6.49
4.17

4.04
J.49

5·59
4.,38

2.45
0.68

- 0.97
- 1.6.3

0.78

2.,32

0.55

1.21

1.77

0.66

Note . From ''The Effect of Russian Versus Hebrew Instruc tions on the Reaction to Social Pressure of Russian-Born
Israeli Children" by S. Kav - Venaki, N. Eyal, u.
Bronfenbrenner, E. Kiely, and D. Caplan, Journal of Ex perimental Social Psychology, 1976, 12(1), 75.
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the three experimental treatments.

Their scores were

higher than for any sample obtained in the Western Hemi sphere.

These results were interpreted as a reflection

of a highly authoritarian political system, a strong
family unit and the influence of the Catholic Church.
Brazil was the first experiment with a predominantly
Roman Catholic population.

Sex differences were also

atypical in that male responses tended to be more moralistic
than female responses.

Comparative data of twenty appli-

cations of the MDT in different countries, up to December
1976, are presented in Table 9.
Limitations
The studies reported seem to present similar limitations.

First, the data consisted entirely of paper

and pencil responses of the subjects on a group-administered
questionnaire.

While the MDT has adequate split-half

reliabilities, there were no independently-derived data
regarding its predictive validity as a measure of what
children "would really do" in other real-life situations
(Devereux, 1972 ) .

Second, samples were selected from a

single community within each country.

Samples from other

geographical areas in these countries might have yielded
somewhat different results.

Third, with the exception of

a study comparing responses of German and American middle
and working social class children (Devereux, 1972) the
samples were collected from predominantly middle-class
-----families and ethnic background was not controlled within
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Table 9
Summary of Data Obtained from 20 Studies Using the MDT
in Different Countries
Mean across
Conditions
Soviet Boarding
Soviet Day
Hungary
Czechoslovakia
Brazil
Canada (small tov;n )
Poland
Japan (city)
Japan (rural)
Canada (German origin)
\"lest Germany
USA (Ithaca)
Canada (Ukranian origin)
Israel (Kibbutz)
Canada (large city)
Israel (city)
Holland
Canada (British Columbia)
Scotland
Switzerland

14.8.3
12.20
14.06
9.46
7.98
7.10
6.14
J.99
J.54
J.21
2.8)
2.22

1. 60
1..56
1. .54
1. .50
1.18
1.1.5
0.40
-2. 09

Note. Dilemma Experiments:
10 Items.

Base

Adult

Peer

1).82
11.81
1).28
10.J6
8.76
7.89
6.94
4.,58
2.96

1,5.62
12.49
1.5.17
10.)8
7.46
8.06
7.60
4.79
4.4,5
.5 .19
4.4J
2.96

1,5.04
12 . .32
1.3.74
7.64
7.80

).26
1. 79

2.4J
2.16
2.26
2.19
2.77
1.27
2.42
1. J1
-1.59

).66

1. 80
).28

1.22
2.10
1.1.5
1.77
- 0.76

,5.)7

).90
2. 61
).20

1.19
2.26
1.27
-1. 04
0.62
-0.86
0 . .52
0.16
-0.12
-1.89
-J.91

Both Sexes Combined - Sum of

Note. From "The Social Regulation of Responses to Moral
Dilemmas Among Brazilian School Children" by K. E. Sheibe
and M. E. Spaccaquerce, Journal of Cross-Cultural

Psy_chnl.ogy_, -1-976; 1 (-4)

,

445.
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each country.
Summary
The results of the administration of Bronfenbrenner's
MDT in several countr:les, since 1962 to the present, were
reported.
out.

Some limitations of the studies were also pointed

The present study represents an attempt to provide

information regarding differences in responses to
conventional morality and to social pressure among three
ethnic groups within the United States, using Bronfenbrenner's instrument and controlling for some additional
variables such as sex, social class, language spoken at
home and length of residency in the United States.
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Chapter J

METHOD OF THE STUDY

This chapter presents the method and instrument used
to measure the adolescents' adherence to conventional
morality and their reaction to social pressure from
adults versus peers under three experimental conditions.
The population is defined and the process used to select
the sample is described.

The procedures followed in

collecting the data and the statistical analysis of the
data are then presented.

A summary of the methodology

of this study completes this chapter.
Population and Sample
In October 1977, all California school districts were
asked to provide the State Department of Education with
a count of students and staff in each school and each
district or county central office by racial and ethnic
group categories.

Based on these data, the State Department

of Education published a report on the racial and ethnic
distribution of students and staff in California public
schools in the Fall of 1977.

According to this report,

36.5 percent of the nearly 4.) million students in California public schools were members of identified racial
and ethnic minority groups.
ne..arly_ 21 - pe-.PG-en-'t i-n- 1-9-?7,

Hispanic students comprised
The- ge-o-grapnical concentrations

for Hispanic students were the agricultural areas of the
Imperial Valley of Southern California and the central
valley from Fresno to Sacramento.
The parent population for this study was 21 classes
of four Junior High Schools located in Stanislaus County.
In Stanislaus County, the Hispanic enrollment was 16
percent.

Total population in the county was 240,000.

Stanislaus County consistently ranks in the top ten of all
counties in the United States in the sale of agricultural
products, with current annual production of over 500
million dollars a year.

Approximately JOO industries were

located in Stanislaus County,
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percent of which were

in the Modesto area, with food processing the dominant
manufacturing activity.
The purpose of the study was to analyze the conformity
to conventional morality and the reaction to social
pressure of a sample of Mexican, Mexican-American, and
Anglo-American adolescents.

The three Junior High Schools

originally selected had the largest percentage of Hispanic
students in the county.

The enrollment in these three

schools included a sufficient number of Anglo-American
and Mexican-American students to test the hypotheses of
this study.

The Mexican sample was completed with an

additional English as a Second Language (ESL) class from
Mae Hensley Junior High School in the Ceres Unified
School District.
Patterson Joint Unified District serves the city of
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Patterson with a total population of 4,0)1; Riverbank
School District servHs the city of Riverbank with a total
population of 4,561; and Newman-Crows Landing Unified
School District serves the city of Newman with a total
population of 2,544.

The percentage of Hispanic students

at Junior High level is approximately 6) percent in
Patterson, 35 percent in Newman-Crows Landing, and

)1

percent in Riverbank.
Three intact seventh grade social studies classes,
three intact eighth l7ade social studies classes, and one
class of Non English Speakers/Limited English Speakers
(NES/LES) seventh and eighth grade students in each
Junior High School were used in the study.

Since Yolo

Junior High in Newman did not have an ESL class of
NES/LES students, one class of NES/LES students from Ceres
Unified School District was tested in Spanish.

The total

number of students tested was 441, a sample of 180 was
drawn from these.
In Patterson, letters in English and in Spanish were
mailed to the parents, explaining the purpose of the
project and requesting their permission to administer the
Moral Development Test (MDT) to the students (See Appendix
A).

The number of families giving and denying their

permission was recorded.
Sample
In each school the students' responses were classified
into three groups:

Mexican, Mexican-American, and
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Anglo - Ameri can.

TheE)e categories responded to the following

definitionsr
Mexican subjects were those native Spanish -spe aking
Mexican - born children who have immigrated to the United
States within the last 7 years.
Mexican-American subjects were either those bilingual
(Spanish -English) or monolingual (either Spanish or
English) American - born children of Mexican ancestry.
Anglo-American subjects were those native Englishspeaking children who belonged to the mainstream dominant
society, and were no t identifiable as members of a
particular minority or ethnic group.

A preliminary identification was based on surnames
and the data obtained from the Information Sheet (see
Appendix B) regarding student's place of birth and parents'
place of birth.

The ethnic identification of subjects

was subsequently confirmed by their respective teachers.
Student's responses which did not belong to the three
groups were discarded.

From a total of 441 children

tested, 60 Mexican, 60 Mexican-American, and 60 AngloAmerican, (JO boys and JO girls in each ethnic group)
were selected.

The Mexican-American and Anglo - American

sample was randomly selected on a stratified basis.
The Mexican sample included the total Mexican population
tested for the study.
The parent's occupations obtained from the Information
3heet were classified into three categories:

low, middle,
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and high socio-economic status (SES) based on Duncan's
Socio-Economic Index
Inde~,

Occupational Status.

,~f

In this

two-digit status scores were available for 446

detailed occupation titles.

Of these, 270 were specific

occupation categoriesJ the remainder were sub-groupings
based on industry or class of worker of 13 general
occupation categories (Reiss, 1961).

The final sample re-

sulted in low to low middle SES, after it was checked to
control for a relati vc~ homogeneity and students with extreme
scores were eliminated from the study.

Institutional

approval of the project was obtained from the Superintendents of the school districts.
Procedures
The nine seventh grade, nine eighth grade, and three
NES/LES classes took the MDT (see Appendix C) under two
orders of experimental conditions and randomly distributed
forms, according to the following designa
English Administration
I

Experimental
condition

Patterson

Riverbank

Newman

Class 1 Class 2 Class 4 Class 5 Class 7 Class 8
1 Base
2 Adult

z

z

y

y

X

X

y·

X

z

X

y

z

3 Peer

X

y

X

z

z

y

Experimental
condition

Class 3

Class 6

Class 9

1 Base

z

y

X

Peer
3 Adult

y

X

z

X

z

y

2
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The same design was followed in seventh and eighth
grade classes.
~anish

Experimental
condition

Administration

Patterson

Ceres

Riverbank

1 Base

z

y

X

2 Adult

y

z

z

J Peer

X

X

y

One administrator and one assistant administered the
questionnaire in each class.

The administrator read all

thequestions and instructions aloud.

This procedure helped

the slow readers, kept the class together and made sure the
children were all paying attention.
to record their

~~sponses

Children were instructed

on an answer sheet with six

alternatives.
A pilot test of the total procedure was done a month
before the administration of the questionnaire to try out
the entire procedure and to test for the first time the
Spanish version of the questionnaire.
were necessary.

Six children:

No major modifications

two Mexican, two Mexican-

American, and two Anglo-American were chosen as subjects
for this pilot test.

These children were not included in

the final sample.
Since bias could result from "pre-information" of the
test content, arrangements were made to run the experiment
in all the classes in one school on the same day.

Children

were asked to respond to a series of conflict situations
under three different conditions:

(a) a base or neutral
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condition, in which they were told that no one would see
their responses except the investigators conducting the
research, (b) an adult condition in which they were
informed that the :res]ponses of everyone in the class would
be posted on a chart and shown to parents at a special
meeting scheduled for the following week, and (c) a
peer condition, in which the children were notified that
the chart would be

pr1~pared

and shown a week later to the

class itself.
In addition to the MDT, the subjects were asked to
fill out a sheet with the following information:

name,

sex, age, student's birth place, length of United States
residency, parents' birth place, parents' occupation, and
language spoken at home (see Appendix B).

Some of these

items were designed as independent variables for correlational analysis with the responses to the dilemmas
experiment.
The questionnaire was administered during the second
semester of the school year.

The Mexican children had the

option of answering. either an English or Spanish version
of the questionnaire.

As in the foreign countries in

· which the experiment had been conducted, translations of
the test items were reviewed by other professional native
speakers, so as to check for semantic consistency and
cultural appropriateness (see Appendix D).
Instrumentation
Bronfenbrenner's MDT was used to measure adherence to
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conventional morality and response to social pressure from
peers versus adults among the three ethnic groups.

The

conflict situations consisted of 30 hypothetical dilemmas,
such as the followingJ
The Lost Test
You and your friends accidentally find a sheet of
paper which the teacher must have lost.

On this sheet

are the questions and answers for a quiz that you are
going to have tomorrow.

Some of the kids suggest that you

not say anything to the teacher about it, so that all of
you can get better marks.

What would you really do?

Suppose your friends decide to go ahead.

Would you go

along with them or refuse?
REFUSE TO GO ALONG WITH MY FRIENDS
ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN

FAIRLY CERTAIN

I GUESS SO

GO ALONG WITH MY FRIENDS
I GUESS SO

FAIRLY CERTAIN

ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN

Other items deal with such situations as going to a
movie recommended by friends but disapproved by parents,
neglecting homework to join frien ds, standing guard while
friends put a rubber snake in the teacher's desk, leaving
a sick friend to go to a movie with the gang, joining
friends in pilfering fruit from an orchard with a "no
trespassing" sign, wearing styles approved by peers
~ut

not b_J' parents_, r unning away- af-te-r break-i-ng--a- w.trrdow

accidentally while playing ball, etc.
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Each response was scored on a scale from 1 to 6
with the high score assigned to the adult-oriented end
of the response scale, and low score to the peer-oriented
end.

To control for a positional response set, scale

direction was reversed in half of the items.

The situations

were divided into three alternative forms of ten items
each, with a different form being used for each experimental
condition.

Thus under any one condition a child could

obtain a score ranging from 1 to 6 with J.5 representing
equal division between behavior urged by peers and adults.
A measure of orientation toward adults versus peers
was obtained for each of the three experimental conditions.
The base score was taken as the point of departure for
gauging the effects of social pressure.

The adult score

was presumed to reflect most directly the child's view
_of his parent~ norms for the appropriateness of his be, ll'f;"-

havior.

The peer score was interpreted as a function of

the e·xpec ta tions of age -rna tes.

The total score across

the three conditions measured the general tendency of the
child to subscribe to adult versus peer-approved alternatives.

Finally, a

statistic~lly

independent difference

score was the difference between performance under the
base condition and under the two experimental conditions
taken together.

Expressed as the difference between the

latter and the former (E - B) this score reflected the
extent to which children shift their response toward (or
away from) claimed conformity to conventional moral
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values when told their answers will become known to
others, whether peers or adults (Shouval, Kav - Venaki,
Bronfenbrenner, Devereux, & Kiely, 1975).
Validity
The items have been developed through a series of
interviews and pre-tests in which parents, teachers, and
school children have been asked to indicate the kinds of
behaviors about which adults and children disagree.

Two

criteria were employed in selecting from a large number
used in the pilot studies, the thirty dilemmas that are
used in the experiment proper.

The terms chosen were those

which (a) showed the greatest shift between adult and
peer condition in the pre-test experimental runs, and
(b) in a factor analysis, had the highest loadings on a
general factor of adult-approved versus disapproved behavior
and lowest loadings on factors specific to a particular
type of situation.
The cross-cultural validity was based on the fact
that the test has been administered in over 15 countries
where back translations from the foreign language into
English assured semantic consistency.

Every item was

also reviewed by local researchers to assess cultural
appropriateness and only minor modifications were necessary.
The data consisted entirely of the paper and pencil responses of the subjects on a group-administered
questionnaire.

There are no independently derived

data regarding its predictive validity as a measure
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of what children "wo 1..1ld really do" in other real life
situations.

However, the test was reported to have a high

degree of construct validity (Co ndry & Siman, 1974).
Reliability
Split-half reliabilities for the ten-item forms
(based on American samples only) ranged from .75 to .86
under different experimental conditions.

The reliability

of the total score (i.e., sum across all three conditions)
was .94.

All reliability coefficients were corrected for

length of test by the Spearman-Brown formula (Bronfenbrenner,

1967).
Statistical Procedures
The hypotheses tested and the statistical treatment used
to test each are listed below.

The level of significance

for rejecting the null hypotheses was set at .05.
Null Hypotheses
H

1

There will be no significant differences in the

MDT scores reflecting the tendency to subscribe to conventional morality among Mexican, Mexican-American, or
Anglo-American children.
H2 There will be no significant differences 1n the
MDT scores reflecting the extent of conformity to adult
social pressure among Mexican, Mexican-American, or
Anglo-American children.
HJ

There will be no significant differences in the

MDT scores reflecting the extent of conformity to

p~er

social pressure among Mexican, Mexican - American, or
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Anglo - American children.
H4

There will

bE~

no significant differences in the

MDT scores reflecting conformity to social pressure among
Mexican, Mexican-American, or Anglo-American children.
H

5

There will be no significant sex differences in

the MDT scores.
H6 There will be no significant sex differences in the
MDT scores within each of the three ethnic groups.
H
There will be no significant relationship between
7
length of residency in the United States and the MDT
responses of Mexican children.
H8 There will be no significant relationship between
the language spoken at home and the MDT responses of
Mexi can and Mexican-American children.
Research Design and Statistical Analysis
The research involved a three-factor experiment with
repeated measures design (Case II) (Wine r, 1971).

Mean

differences between boys and girls in each culture under
the three experimental conditions were recorded and
analyzed by use of the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) on the University of the Pacific Burroughs
B6 700 computer (Nie, 1975).

The statistical analysis

used was the three-factor experiment with repeated measures
ANOVA with the independent variables being sex and ethnic
group and treatment being the repeated measure and the
dependent variable being the scores in the MDT.
additional variables were also studied:

Two

length of
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residency in the Un i ted States and language spoken at home.
Hypotheses 1 through 6 were tested by the ANOVA
procedures.

The

Scheff~

test

~as

used as a post-hoc test

when differences among groups were found to exist in the
ANOVA.
Hypothesis 7 was tested by using a Pearson Product
Moment correlation between length of residency in the
United States and the MDT scores.

This procedure applies

only to the Mexican sample.
Hypothesis 8 was tested by using a Pearson Product
Moment correlation between language spoken at home --Spanish,
English, or both--and the

~IDT

scores.

This procedure

applies only to the Mexican and Mexican-American samples .
Summary
The present chapter has presented the method of the
research.

The reaction of adolescents from three ethnic

groups to social pressure exerted both by adults and their
peers and their adherence to conventional morality was
measured by Bronfenbrenner's MDT.

The participants were

a selection of Junior High School students from Patterson
Unified School District, Riverbank School District,
Newman-Crows Landing Unified School District, and Ceres
Unified School District.

The collected data were sta -

tistically analyzed using the SPSS which performed the
analysis of variance and correlational matrixes to answer
the eight hypotheses stated in Chapter 1.
findings are presented in Chapter 4.

The organized
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Chapter 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
adherence to conventional morality and the reaction to
social pressure among Mexican, Mexican- American, and AngloAmerican students.

The present chapter organizes the find -

ings of the research which included 21 intact seventh and
eighth grade classes from four school districts in
California:
Landing.

Riverbanlc, Ceres, Patterson, and Newman-Crows

The classes were tested with the Moral Dilemmas

Test (MDT) and were requested to complete an information
sheet which included name, sex, age, nationality, parents'
nationality, length of residency in the United States, and
parents' occupation (see Appendixes).

Eighty - two tests

were administered in Spanish and 359 in English.
The test was administered in late March and April of

1979.

From the total set of responses (441), 180 were

chosen using a stratified random sampling technique.

The

responses of these students were transferred via keypunch
operations to IBM cards.

The data were analyzed statis-

tically through the use of the computer program, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie, 1975).
The results presented in this chapter were based on that
analysis.

These findings tested the hypotheses which

comprised the purposes of this research.
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Descriptive Data
Table 10 shows the distribution of the 441 participant
students in each of the four schools according to ethnic
group and sex.

Table 11 shows the reasons why 102 students

were excluded from the study by ethnic group.

After this

exclusion, the remaining 60 Mexican students, JO boys and JO
girls, were included in the final sample.
161 Anglo - Americans and 118

From the remaining

1\~ exican-Americans,

60 subjects

(JO boys and JO girls) from each ethnic group were randomly
selected on a stratified basis.
Findings
In order to answer the 10 hypotheses that were to be
tested in this study, a three-factor ANOVA with repeated
measures and two Pearson Product Moment correlation
matrices were used.

Where statistical significance was

found in the analysis of variance, a
performed.

Scheff~

test was

Throughout most of these statistical analyses,

the dependent variable was the .fi'IDT scores.
The 10 null hypotheses were tested as follows•
H1 There will be no significant differences in the
r.IDT scores reflecting the tendency to subscribe to
conventional rnorali ty among ~1 exican, Mexican-American,
and Anglo-American children.

The total scores on the MDT reflected the tendency
to subscribe to conventional morality.

Higher scores

represented more conventional moral responses.

Since

the ANOVA, reported in Table 12, showed significant differences in the responses of the three ethnic groups,

8)

Table 10
Distribution of Students According to School,
Ethnic Group, and Sex
Mexicans

ME~ xi can-

Americans
School

AngloAmericans

Others

Total

F

F

M

M

}i'

M

F

M

14

l4

17

55

53

2

5

84

89

9

6

19

15

16

23

15

17

59

61

Patterson 15

24

33

24

15

14

4

J

67

65

7

9

F

Riverbank 13
Newman

Ceres

7

9

Total

44

53

66

56

86

90

M

21

25

217 224

84

Table 11
Reason for Excluding Students from Study
by Ethnic Group
Reasons for
Exclusion
Other Ethnic
Groups
SES Too High
Mexicans Over
7 Years in USA
Incomplete
Information
Not Randomly
Chosen
Total

Mexicans

MexicanAmericans

1

AngloAmericans

Others

Total

46

46

10

11
26

26
11

37

3

5

19

58

101
116

159
261

62

46

85

Table 12
Analysis of Variance Summary of MDT Scores by
Ethnici ty by Sex by Condition as a Repeated
Measure
ms

Source

df

ss

Between Subjects

179

57576.850

Ethnicity

2

12.346.050

617.3.025

24.99J**

Sex

1

98.3 . 998

98).998

J.984*

Ethnici ty by Sex

2

1270.481

6_35.241

2.572

Between Subjects
with Ethnicity
by Sex

174

42976 . .321

246.990

.360

14615.565

Condition

2

11.35.209

567.604

15.414**

Condition by
Ethnicity

4

425.454

106.)6.3

2.89 *

Condition by Sex

2

107.897

5.3.948

1.47

Condition by
Ethnicity
by Sex

4

1.32. 720

)).180

.90

.348

12814.285

)6.82.3

5.39

72192.415

~·Jithin

Subjects

Condition by
Between Subjects
with Ethni c ity
by Sex
Total
*Q<.05
**£ <. 01

F

b6

Hypothesis 1 wa s rejected.

The

Scheff~

test, reported in

Table lJ, revealed that the means of the three ethnic gr oups
were significantly different from each other.
A comparison of the means of the three gr oups,
reported in Table 14, revealed thatz

(a) The Mexican

ch i ldren (44) scored higher than the Anglo - American
(J2 . J) and Mexican - American children (37.4).

The research

hypothesis which predi cted that "Mexican children will
obtain hi gher scores on conventional morality than Anglo American and Mexican - American children" was supported
by the data.

(b)

Anglo - American ch i ldren scored lower

than Mexican-American and Mexican children.

The research

hypothesis which predicted that "Anglo-American children
will obtain lower scores on conventional morality than
Me xican-American children'' was supported by tt.e data.
(c) Mexican - Americans' scores fell between those of
Anglo - Americans and Me! xi cans.

The research hypothesis

which predicted that "Mexican-American children will tend
to respond to conventional morality in a way closer to
that of the Anglo - American children than Mexican children"
was supported by the data.
H2 There will be no significant differences in the
MDT scores reflecting the extent of conformity to adult
social pressure among Mexican, Mexican-American, and
An glo - American children.
The analysis of variance, reported in Table 12,
revealed a significant interaction between the responses
of the ethnic groups and the conditions, as well as a
significant ethnicity and condition main effect, therefore
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Table 13
Scheff~

Test Results

Conventional Morality by Ethnicity
p
F*
<. 01
MA - M
24.09
<. 01
Ivi - AA
75.21
AA - MA
14.16
<. 01
Adult Social Pressure by Ethnicity
F

l\1A - M
M - AA
AA - MA

6.08
.56
2.9J

p

<.01
n . s.
n.s .

Peer Social Pressure by Ethnicity
F

MA - M
M - AA
AA - MA

7.72
5.7J
.14

p

<.01
<.01
n.s.

Social Pressure by Ethnicity
MA - M
M - AA
AA - MA

F

p

J.Jl

<.05
n.s.
n.s.

2.10
.1J

Sex Differences by Ethnicity
n.s.
MA - M
· 57
J.OO
M -AA
<. 05
AA - MA
2.07
n.s.

F=J. 00, P..5. 05
F=4.61, p~.01

Table 14
Mean Scores of Ethnic Group by Condition and Sex

Base
X

SD

x

Adult

Peer
SD

x

SD

Mean across
conditions

Boys
Mexican
Mexican- American
Anglo-American

4J.9
J7.9
J0.2

8.2
11.7
8.9

44.8
J7.7
29.7

10.9
11.7
9.7

4J.J
34.8
26.5

9.J
12.2
10.2

44.0
36.8
28.8

Girls
!Viexican
Mexican-American
Anglo - American

42.4
40.5
35.9

9.J
8.7
11.1

46.4
J8.1
39.1

8.5
10.1
10.9

4J.2
35.2
32.J

8.0
11.7
11.9

44.0
37.9
35.8

Both Sexes
Mexican
Mexican-American
Anglo-American

4J.l
39.2
J3.0

8.8
lO.J
10.4

45.6
J7.8
J4.4

9.7
10.8
11.)

4J.3
J5.1
29.4

8.6
11.8
11.4

44.0
J7.4
32.3

co
co
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Hypothesis 2 was rejected.

Since the score reflecting the

extent of conformity to adult social pressure was the
difference between the responses under the adult and
the base condition, as shown in Table 15, a

Scheff~

test was performed tCI compare the mean differences of the
three groups.

The

S cheff~

results, reported in Table 1J,

showed that Mexican children were significantly more
affected by adult pressure than Mexican-American children.
The

differenc~

between Mexican-American and Anglo-American

children did not reach the

.05 level of significance.

The

differences, however, were great enough that the probability
of their being chance was less than .07.

There were no

differences between Anglo-American and Mexican children.
These results partially supported the research hypothesis
which predicted that "Mexican children will show greater
conformity to adult social pressure than Anglo-American
and Mexican-American children."

Figures 1 and 2 showed

that while Anglo - American and Mexican children scored
higher under adult pressure, Mexican-American children
scored lower under the adult condition.

H3 There will be no significant differences in the
MDT scores reflecting conformity to peer social pressure
among Mexican, Mexican-American, _and Anglo-American children.
The analysis of variance, reported in Table 12,
revealed a significant interaction between the responses
of the ethnic groups and the conditions, as well as a
significant ethnicity and condition main effect, therefore
Hypothesis 3 was rejected.

Since the score reflecting
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Table 15
Differences in Total Score and Experimental Effects
by Ethnic Group and Sex
AngloAmerican
Total MDT
Girls
35.?6
Boys
28.76
Sex Difference
7.00
Shift Scores (both Sexes)
Adult Shift (A -B )
1. 3J
Peer Shift (P -B )
-).60
Experimental Shift 4.9.3

MexicanAmerican

Mexican

Total
MDT

37.93
36.?7
1.16

43.97
44.00

117.66
109.5.3
8.13

-1 . .3.3
-4.2 0

2.5J

5.5J

-.OJ

.15
2.68
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conformity to peer social pressure was the difference
between the responses under the peer and the base condition,
as shown in Table 15, a Scheffe test was performed to
compare the mean differences of the three groups.

The

Scheffe results, reported in Table 13, showed that Mexican
children were less affected by peer pressure than MexicanAmerican and Anglo-American children.

There were no

significant differences between Mexican-American and
Anglo-American children.

These results provided only

partial support to the research hypothesis which predicted
that "Anglo-Ame : ican children will show greater confc·-"'mi ty
to peer social pressure than Mexican and Mexican-American
children."
An examination of Figures 1 and 2 showed that pressure
from peers operated differently in the three groups.

For

Mexicans, it maintained adult-approved responses; for
Mexican-Americans and Anglo-Americans, it increased deviance
from adult-approved responses.
H4 There will be no significant differences in the
MDT scores reflecting influence by social pressure among
Mexican, Mexican-American, and Anglo-American children.
The analysis of variance, reported in Table 12,
revealed a significant interaction between the responses
of the ethnic groups and the conditions, as well as a
si gnificant ethnicity and condition main effect.
Hypothesis 4 was rejected.

Therefore,

Since the score reflecting

influence by social pressure was the difference from the
base of the two experimental conditions takeil together,
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as reported in Table 15, a Scheffe test was performed to
compare the three groups in their conformity to social
pressure.

The Scheffe results, reported in Table 13,

showed that Mexican- American children were significantly
more affected by the two experimental conditions than
Mexican children.

There were no significant differences

between Mexican and Anglo-American children, nor between
Anglo - American and MHxican-American children.

Mexican-

Americans scored significantly lower under both conditions
and Mexicans consistently higher.

Anglo-Americans scored

higher under the adult condition and lower under the
peer condition, as shown in Figure 1.
The research hypothesis which predicted that "Mexican
children will be more likely to be affected by social
pressure in their environment than Anglo-American or
Mexican-American children" was not supported by the data.
On the contrary, it seemed that the reverse was true.
The

~exican

group was the least affected by social

pressure.

H5 There will be no significant sex differences in
the MDT scores.
The analysis of variance, reported in Table 12,
revealed significant sex differences in the MDT scores,
therefore Hypothesis 5 was rejected.

An analysis of the

means, reported in Table 15, showed that girls scored
significantly higher than boys.

The research hypothesis

which predicted that "girls will obtain higher scores on

9.5
conventional morality than boys 11 was supported by the data.
However, the sex effect was attributed primarily to the
Anglo-American group.
the

H6
~iDT

There will be no significant sex differences in
scores within. each of the three ethnic groups.

Sex differences in each ethnic group were reported in
Table 14.

A

Scheff~

test was performed to test significant

variability in sex differences among the three groups.
The results showed that sex differences were significantly
more pronounced for the Anglo-American group than for the
JViexican group.

Hypothesis 6 was rejected.

There was no

significant variability in sex differences between the
Mexican and Mexican-American groups, nor between the
Anglo-American and Mexican-American children.

Therefore,

the research hypothesis which predicted that "differences
in responses between boys and girls will be greater for
IViexican and Mexican-American children than for AngloAmerican children" was not supported by the data.
H7 There will be no significant relationship between
length of residency in the United States and the MDT
responses of Mexican children.
Table 16 showed that the correlation between length
of residency in the United States and the MDT scores was
not significant.

Hypothesis 7 was not rejected,

Ha There will be no significant relationship between
language spoken at home and the MDT responses of Mexican
and Mexican-American children.
Table 16 revealed that there was no relationship
between language spoken at home and the MDT responses.
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Table 16
Correlation Co efficients Between Length of Residency
o:f

Mexican Children in the United States and Language
Spoken at Home by Mexican and Mexican- American
Children, a.nd Their Responses on the MDT

Mexican Children
N = 60
N of Months in
the United States
Mexican and
Mexican-American
Children
N = 120
Language Spoken
at Home

Correlation Coefficients
- 0.1956

0.0.305

Significance
s = 0.067
p > . 05

s = 0 . .371
p >

.05
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Hypothesis 8 was not rejected.
Summary
A synthesis of the data gathered to describe the
sample was presented.

The results of tests of the null

hypotheses and of the research hypotheses were explained.
These results will be summarized and discussed in Chapter

s.
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Chapter 5
SUMI'v1ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The pres ent chapter is divided into four sections•
(a) a summary of the study, (b) a discussion of the
results, (c) the conclusions, and (d) recommendations to
improve current educational practices and for further
study.
Summary
The purpose of this project was to investigate whether
there was a significant difference in the adherence to
conventional morality and the reaction to social pressure
:from adults versus peers among Mexican, Mexican- American,
and Anglo-American children.

The instrument used was the

Moral Dilemmas Test (IVtDT) developed by Bronfenbrenner,
Devereux, Suci, and Rodgers, which measures the reported
readiness of children to engage in morally disapproved
behavior and their reaction to social pressure exerted
by adults and peers.

The subjects were asked to respond

to a series of conflict situations under three experimental
conditions of confidentiality, scrutiny by parents, and
scrutiny by peers.

The test was administered in the spring

of 1979 to 441 Junior High School students from four
Northern California school districts.

Eighty- two tests

were administered in Spanish and 359 in English.

There

were 60 Mexican students, 60 Mexican- American students.
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and 60 Anglo-American students, half of them boys and
half of them girls, who were randomly selected on a
stratified basis.
The findings showed that there were significant
differences in the responses of the three groups to the IVDT.
J\'!exican children were more reluctant to engage in morally
disapproved behavior than both Mexican-American and AngloAmerican children.

Mexican-American responses to convention-

al morality fell between those of Mexican and AngloAmerican children.

Anglo-American children scored lowest

in conventional morality.

The group most affected by social

pressure, or the one which showed the larger difference
between the base and the two experimental conditions
was the Mexican-American group.

The responses of Mexican-

American children in this respect were significantly different from those of W:exican children.

The three groups were

differently affected by adult and peer social pressure.
Mexican children scored significantly higher than
~exican-American

social pressure.

children in their conformity to adult
Mexican children scored significantly

lower than Anglo-American and Mexican-American children
in the extent of conformity to peer social pressure.
There was a significant sex effect in the responses
of all students to the

wnT;

girls scored significantly

higher than boys, and sex differences were significantly
more pronounced in the Anglo-American group than in the
~exican

group.

No relationship was found between language
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spoken at home by Mexican and Mexican-American children
and their responses to the MDT, nor was any relationship
found between length of residency of Mexican children in
the United States and their responses to the

~IDT.

Summary of Findings
Research Hypotheses

Re.sul ts

1. Mexican children will obtain

Supported

higher scores on conventional morality
than Anglo - American and MexicanAmerican children.
2. Anglo - Americar, children will

Supported

obtain lower scores on conventional
morality than Mexican-American and
~exican

children.

J. Mexican-American children will

Supported

tend to respond to conventional
morality in a way closer to that of the
Anglo-American children than Mexican
children.
4. Mexican children will show greater

Partially supported

conformity to adult social pressure
than Anglo-American and MexicanAmerican children.

5. Anflo-American children will show
greater conformity to peer social pressure than
children.

~ exican-American

and Mexican

Partially supported
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6. Mexican children will be more

Not s upported

likely to be affected by social
pressures in their •mvirorunent than
Anglo- American or

Mt~xican-Arnerican

children.

7. Differences in responses between

Not supported

boys and girls will be greater for
J\1exican and Mexican-·American children
than for Anglo - American children.
Suppor ted

8. Girls will obtain higher scores
on conventional morality than boys.

9. Mexican children who have lived

Not supported

for a longer period in the United
States will give responses more
similar to those of Anglo-American
children than those who have recently
immigrated.
Not supported

10. r•:exican and Mexican-American

children who speak Spanish at home
will show higher scores on conventional
morality than

~exican

and

~ exican

American children raised in an Englishspeaking home.
Discussion
~ exican

Children Responses

The higher scores of

~ : exican

children on conventional

morality were consistent with previous findings related
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to personality characteristics of Mexican children and
socialization practices of Mexican families.

Personality

characteristics such as cooperativeness, field dependency,
identification with family and community, an attitude of

re ~

spect and obedience toward the elders, have been described
by several authors (Kagan& Madsen, 1972; Ram!rez
neda, 19741 Ram!rez

&

&

Casta-

Price-Williams, 19721 Ram!rez, 1967).

The Mexican family structure has been defined as patriarchal
and authoritarian (Madsen, 1964), and two characteristics
have received some empirical evidence&

the closeness of

family ties and the fostering of obedience and respect in
children (Kagan, 1977).

The similarity in the adherence to

conventional morality between Soviet and Mexican children
(see Table 17) can be accounted for in terms of similarities
in child rearing practices.

Comparisons between child

rearing in the United States and the Soviet Union led to the
conclusion that family ties in the Russian family are very
strong; maternal protection, overt display of physical affection and companionship between parents and children appeared more pronounced in the Soviet Union than in America.
However, in spite of the affection and solicitousness of the
Russian family, much emphasis was placed on obedience and
self-discipline (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).
The strong ties of the Latin family and thei.r role
in the rearing of children are also common characteristics of mexican and Brazilian children.

Brazilian

children showed the highest s core in the Western
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Table 17
Summary of Data Obtained from 21 Studies Including
J Groups from Present Study Using the MDT

Soviet Boardi:r.g
Soviet Day
Hungary
MEXICANS (RURAL U.S.)
Czechoslovakia
Brazil
Canada (small town)
Poland
fi':EXICAN-AMERICANS (RURAL)
Japan (city)
Japan (rural)
Canada (German origin)
West Germany
USA (Ithaca)
ANGLO-AI\1ERICANS (RURAL)

Mean across
conditions

Base

Adult

14.83
12.20
14.06
11.65a
9.46
7.98
7.10
6.14
6.13a

1J.82
11.81
1).28
10.91
10.36
8.76
7.89
6.94
7.66
4.58
2.96
J.26
1. 79
2.4)
2.52
2.16
2.26
2.19
2.77
1.27
2.42
1. 31
-1.59

15.62 1.5.04
12.49 12.32
15.17 13.74
13.02 11.04
7.64
10.J8
7.46
7.80
8.06
5·37
7.60
3.90
4.16
6.56
2.61
4.79
4.45
3.20
1.19
5.19
2.26
4.4J
2.96
1. 27
3.64
-.48
J.66 -1. 04
1.80
0.62
3.28 - 0.86
1. 22
0.52
2.10
0.16
1.15 - 0.12
1.77 - 1.89
- 0.76 -3.91

3.99
3.54
J.21
2.83
2.22
1.89a
1. 60
1.56
1.54
1. 50
1.18

Canada (Ukranian origin)
Israel (Kibbutz)
Canada (large city)
Israel (city)
Holland
Canada ( British Columbia) 1.15
0.40
Scotland
Switzerland
-2.09

Peer

Note. Dilemma Experiments& Both Sexes Combined- Sum
oflOitems.
Note. Adapted from "The Social Regulation of Responses
to Moral Dilemmas Among Brazilian Schoolchildren" by
K. E. Scheibe and M. E. Spaccaguerche, Journal of CrossCultural Psychology, 1976, Z(4), 445.
a~eans converted from 6-point scale in this study to the
5-point scale ranging from -2.5 to +2.5 used by other
researchers.
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world until the present study.

The Brazilian experiment

was the first one conducted with a predominantly Roman
Catholic population and the religious factor was mentioned
as a plausible explanation to their high adherence to
conventional morality (Scheibe -Spaccaquerce, 1976).
'rhe Catholic ideology is also one of the value clusters of
the Mexican family (Ram!rez & Castaneda, 1974).
The first twenty experiments with the MDT led to the
conclusion that children from Eastern Europe gave more
adult-oriented responses than children from the Western
world.

Replications in other countries in Southern

Europe and in Latin America would shed light on the
possibility that a Latin pattern of responses based on
family structure, religious affiliation, and cultural
values exists.
The results of the present investigation, which
showed great variability among ethnic groups within the
same political structure raised some questions about the
conclusion that the greater the socio-political pluralism,
the less authority-oriented the children (Garbarino &
Bronfenbrenner, 1976).

It seems that different socializa-

tion patterns within the family are the most decisive
factors in the adherence to or deviance from conventional
morality.
Furthermore, the Mexican children's stability in the
face of divergent social influence coincides with the
~tability

of the Russian day-school students whose parents
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are highly involved in their lives (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).
The fact that the peer pressure operated in the same direc tion as the adult pressure seemed to indicate an absence
of generational conflict within the Mexican culture.
No relationship was found between length of residency in
this country of Mexican children and the responses in the
~IDT.

This finding may be explained in part by the reduced

range under consideration (7 years), and by

~he

fact that

all the Mexican subjects came to the United States after
their sixth birthday.

In this case, their basic attitudes

toward adult and peer social pressure may already have been
established.

Another factor that may have contributed to

this result is that the subjects lived in a rural area with
somewhat restricted contact with the values of the dominant Anglo-American society.
~exican-American

Children Responses

The unu s ual pattern of Mexican-American children who
responded lower in conventional morality under the
scrutiny of adults -and peers may be explained by personality
conflicts derived from a "minority status."

Reactions

to these conflicts may have been frequently manifested
by total rejection of their own ethnic group and a desire

to achieve complete acceptance by the dominant group
(~adsen,

1964).

In this case reaction against the parents'

norms and full conformity to peer pressure seemed to show
the same trend.

The identity crises of Mexican-Americans

caught between two cultures have been recently explained
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more positively as a difficult process of developing a bi cultural identity (Ram!rez, 1976).

Salcedo (1955) pointed

out that the Mexican- American's experiences with "authority"
have developed an attitude of deep hostility.

Family con-

flicts of first generation Americans with the traditional
ways of their parents have been also documented by several
authors (Elkin, 1960J Madsen, 1964).

Further investigation

identifying first, second, and third generation MexicanAmericans would shed light on intergenerational differences
in their reaction to social pressure from adults and peers.
Mexican- American responses to conventional morality
confirmed the conclusion of the Soviet-Israeli Experiment
(Kav- Venaki & Eyal, 1975) that the Russian

emigr ~'s

posit i on (in this case the American of Mexican descent)
fell between the children of Israel and the Soviet Union
(in this case Anglo-American children and Mexican children).
Kav-Venaki & Eyal added that the longer a child lived in
one or the other society, the more his responses to the
hlDT resembled the reaction of children in that society.
The identity crisis and marginality of Mexican-Americans may
explain the fact that they were more affected by social
pressure than the other two groups, and showed a lower
degree of stability.
The study of the concept of "respect" among Anglo American, Mexican-American, and f·': exican college students
showed that

M exican - Americ~n

responses fell between the

two other groups (D!az - Guerrero, 1975).

Mexican - Americans
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scored in the same pl ace according to the findings of the
present study in the adherence to conventional morality.
Mexican-Americans ranked between Japanese and Polish
children when the 21 studies using the MDT were ranked
in terms of scores obtained by the different groups
(see Table 17).
The failure of this investigation to find a relation ship between language spoken at home by Mexican and
~exican-American

children and the responses to the MDT

may be explained by the fact that most subjects reported
both languages as spoken at home.

Further investi gati on

would require more specific information regarding the
dominant home language.

Another aspect which should be

further investigated is the role of language in bilingual
children.

VJould the same children gi ve comparable

answers to an equivalent moral dilemma when it is administered in English and in Spanish?

The study conducted

with bilingual Soviet children in Russian and Hebrew,
for example, produced some unexpected results (KavVenaki & Eyal, 1975).
In spite of the fact that socio-economic status was
relatively homo geneous for the total sample, most Angl oAmericans reported their parents as having industrial jobs
while the other two groups , in their majority, reported
their parents as having agricultural jobs.

Since a

pe rson's position in the occupational structure may
affect values and behavior, the possible impact of
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different occupational patterns on the responses to the
MDT should be clarified by future research.
Anglo-American Children Responses
The Anglo-American responses were similar to the
responses of Bronfenbrenner's sample in Ithaca in the early
1960's (see Table 17).

The reaction of Anglo-American

children seemed to be the result of child rearing practices.
Kluckhohn (1961) stated that the average Anglo-American
ch i ld is schooled for independence.

Several authors ga ve

evidence of the field-independence and competitiveness of
Anglo -American children (Kagan & Madsen, :1.972; Holtzman et
al., 1975).

Bronfenbrenner (1967) emphasized the fact

t hat the American family has been gradually losing power
as a major socialization agent in the lives of children
and the resulting vacuum has been filled by the peer
groun.

Different expectations from parents and peers

pr oduce d a divergent response among the Anglo-Americans.
For the Mexicans, social pressure from the two groups
received a convergent positive response, and for the
~exi c a n-Americans,

a consistently ne gative response.

The

different reactions of the three groups to the concept
of "respe ct" (Draz - Guerrero, 1975) are consistent with
t he fi nd i ngs of this study.
The findings of this res earch are consistent with the
majority of other studies re gard ing si gnificant sex
differences in the MDT, with girls showing hi gher adherence
to conventiona l morality than boys.

Bronfenbrenner (1961)
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and

~1ischel

( 1970) have documented differences in sociali -

zation practice s toward boys and girls consistent with
greater social dependency in the female.
An unexpected result was the higher sex difference
within the Anglo -American group than within the Mexican
group.

This finding may be partially explained by the size

of the sample.

Another possible explanation is that the

stereotype of differing socialization processes of girls
in the two cultures
authors.

r~y

have been magnified by previous

It may be true that girls are more strictly

superv ised in the American culture generally than has
been assumed.

This pattern may exist in rural areas to

a greater extent than in urban areas in which most previ ous
studies have been done.
Finally, some limitations of the instrument should
be underlined:

first, the fact that the test was ad -

ministered in the school setting- - a rather adult-oriented
e nvironment--may have influenced the responses; second,
the study was based on reported responses to hypothetical
situations that may or may not be related to behavior
in real life; third, some of the items seemed outdated
for the late 1970's.

A revision of the current relevancy

of the items dealing with clothes styles is very much
n eeded .
I mplications
The findings of this study contributed to the
development of a socio-cultural theory of personality.
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The culture related response to conventional morality and
social pressure of three ethnic groups within the same
society revealed that different values and socialization
patterns within the family are the most decisive factors
in moral attitudes and behavior.
Another theoretical contribution was to show the
limitations and inappropriateness of describing the
responses of the "American child" on the basis of an
Ane lo-American

sampl1~,

American society.

ignoring the multi-ethnic nature of

It was very valuable to identify

si gnificant differences between the Mexican and the
Mexican-American responses to conventional morality and
social pressure, si nce these two groups are
usually labeled as one Hispanic or Spanish-speaking group
and their differences are ignored by many educators.
It was also useful to note significant sex differences
~n

the responses to conventional morality.

Contrary

to many assumptions the Anglo-American sample presented
more pronounced sex differences than the other two
groups.

The relevance of these results was not only

theoretical but practical since awareness of these
pe rsonality differences in attitudes and values is of
special importance for educators working in a multicultura l setting.
The impl i cations of this study supported the contention
that there is a necessity to tailor teaching strateGies
and

counselin ~

techniques to the specific needs and
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pers onality characteristics of different cultural groups.
Conclusions
1. Mexican children showed greater adherence to
conventional morality than Mexican-American and AngloAmerican children.
2. Mexican-American children's scores fell between
those of Anglo-American and Mexican children in their
adherence to conventional morality.
). Anglo-American children showed lower adherence to
conventional morality than either Mexi can -American or Mexican
children.
4, Girls showed greater adherence to conventional
morality than boys.

5.

The Anglo-American group showed greater sex

differences than the Mex ican group.

6. Mexican children were significantly more affected by
adult social pressure than Mexican-American children.

7. Anglo-American and Mexican-American children were
si gnificantly more affected by peer social pressure than
Nexica n children.
E. Mexican-American children were significantly
more affected by social pressure than Mexican children.
9. No relationship was found be tween lencth of
residency in the United States of Mexican children and
their r esponse s to the f(DT.
10. No relationship was found between lanGuage spoken
at home by

~cxi can

and

~exican-American

children and their

11 2

responses to the MDT.
Recommendations
Practical Re commendations
1. It is recommt?nded that teachers and counselors
working with Mexican , Mexican-American, and Anglo-American
children become aware of personality differences of these
three groups in their reaction to social pressure and
their different degree of reported adherence to conventional
morality.

At the srune time, it is important that individual

children in these groups not be stereotyped, but teachers and
counselors should consider the possibilities of different
reactions to peer and adult pressure in analyzing student
behaviors among these three groups.
2. It is recommended that these findings in the area
of cross-cultural research be included in the professional
training of teachers and counselors in the area of ·multicultural education.

J. It is recommended that teaching and counseling
strate g ies which take into consideration the differential
reaction to social pressure and conventional morality
among ethnic groups be developed and implemented.
Theoretical Recommendations
1. It is recommended that this study be replicated
with urban students from a larg er metropolitan area.

It

seems desirable to investigate the impact of rural versus
urban setting in cross-cultural differences.
2. It is recommended that this study be replicated

113
with other ethnic groups.

Those studies will contribute

to a better understanding of the multi-ethnic character
of American society.

J.

It is recommended that longitudinal studies be

conducted to identify the degree of persistence or

chan~e

of these ethnic differences in adolescents as they grow
older.

4. It is

reco~nended

that some observational studies

be conducted to investigate the relationship of reported
responses and real-life behavior in the three ethnic
groups studied.

5. It is recommended that a study of the influence
of different languages in mediating responses to social
pressure be conducted with bilingual children.

This

study may shed some light on the role of language in
cross-cultural research.
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March ?, 1979

Dear Parents:
Mrs. Ana M. Donini, a doctoral candidate in the School
of Education at the University of the Pacific, is conducting
a research ~reject in three school districts in Stanislaus
County. 'rhe purpose of her study is to determine how
different groups of adolescents react to social pressure.
The study requires the administration of a questionnaire
to the students, which takes approximately 50 minutes.
The questionnaire has been previously administered in over
fifteen countries including the United States. It is a
recognized instrument designed for use with normal children.
Anonymity is assured. Individual names will not be used in
the study. The answers will provide information which is
needed to better understand the effects of various kinds of
social pressure on adolescents. Such information could
help to improve counseling services and educational programs
offered by the schools. It would additionally provide
parents with some useful knowledge about adolescent
personality. A summary of the study will be available at
the school as soon as the research is completed.
This study was approved by the Superintendent of the
School District; however, it is not sponsored by the
District. The research is privately financed at no
expense to taxpayers. If you have any objection regarding
your son's/daughter's participation in the project please
sign this note and send it to school before March 15, 1979.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
AJVlD/bc
------------sign------------detach-----------return---------

My son/daughter______________ does not have my permission
to participate in the above described research project.

Parent/Guardian's signature
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7 de marzo de 1979

Estimados padres:
La Senora Ana Mal::-!a Donini, estudiante en el programa
de doctorado de la Universidad del Pac!fico, est~ hacienda
un estudio en tres escuelas del Condado. El prop6sito
de su estudio es investi,g-ar la reacci6n de diferentes
grupos de adolescentes a-diversas clases de presi6n
social. El proyecto requiere la administraci6n de un
cuestionario por unos cincuenta minutes. No se trata de
una prueba psicol6gica o educacional sino de un cuestionario
que ha sido dado a nHios en mas de quince paises, incluyendo
los Estados Unidos. Los nombres de los participantes no
ser~n usados en el estudio.
La informaci6n que se obtenga
puede ayudar a mejorar los servicios de los consejeros
y los programas educativos de las escuelas. Tambien puede
ayudar a los padres a conocer mejor a los nines de esa edad.
Una s!ntesis de los resultados se podrl obtener en la
escuela cuando el estudio se haya terminado.

Este proyecto ha sido aprobado por el Sr. Superintendente del Distrito Escolar, aunque no est~ patrocinado
por el Distrito. Esta investigaci6n esta financiada
privadamente y no representa ningUn gasto para el publico.
Si tiene alguna objeci6n con respecto a la participaci6n
de su hijo o hija en el proyecto, por favor devuelva
esta nota firmada a la escuela antes del 15 de rr~rzo.
Muchas gracias por su cooperaci6n.
A!f.D/bc
-----------Firme------------Separe----------Devuelva--------

Mi hijo/hija __________________ no tiene mi permiso para
participar en este proyecto de investigaci6n explicado
arriba.

[firma del padre, madre o tutor)
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APPENDIX B.
INFORMATION SHEE1' - ENGLISH/SPANISH

1 29

Your sex______ (boy)

_ _ _ {girl ) (check one )

Your age now is _ _ _,..,.years and ____months.
Your country of bir th is __________________
Your father's country of birth is _______________________
Your mother's country of birth is________________________
(I f your country of birth is not the U.S.): Length of
residency in the United States: __~years and ____months.
Your father's occupation is________________________________
Your mother's occupation is _____________________________
Language (or languages) spoken at home _ _____________ _ ____

1)0

Sexoa F__________

Edada

~

anos y

M__________

meses

Tu pa!s de nacimiento= ---------------------------------------Pa!s de nacimiento de tu padre

Pa!s de nacimiento de tu madre

(Si has nacido fuera de los Estados Unidos)

6CU~nto

tiempo

hace que resides en los Estados Unidos? ___anos y ___meses.

Ocupacion de tu padre

Ocupaci6n de tu madre

Idioma (o idiomas) que hablan en tu casa
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APPENDIX C.
MORAL DILEMMAS TEST (ENGLISH ) X, Y, Z
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Moral Dilemmas Test
by Urie Bronfenbrenner et al.

X
The Nice Hat

You have found a hat that the kids you go around with
think is real nice.

Your parents haven't said you couldn't

wear it, but you can see they would like it better if you
stopped wearing it.
t he nice hat.

Your friends want you to keep wearing

What would you r eally do?

STOP WEARING IT

': ':

PLEASE MY FRIENDS

1. ' ~--~--~ ~~~- ~
11 ~----- -~~~ ~
I
absolutely fai r ly I guess: zi guess fairly absolutely
certain certain
so
:1
so
certain
certain
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

1JJ
E-7638
Jhe Half-Fare Ticket

You are going to the movies with a bunch of your
friends.

Prices are cheaper fo r children under twelve.

Some of the kids are a little over twelve and some under.
Somebody says:

"Let's all say we're under twel ve and get

the cheaper tickets."

What would you really do?

Would you tell all the kids they should give their
real ages, or would you leave it up to each one to do what
he wants?
:I

LET EACH ONE DO
WHAT HE WANTS

TELL THEM TO GIVE
THEIR REAL AGES

: I
I J

2.

I

~ ~~~- ~ ~----- ~~~----- -~~~ ~--~--~
absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
11
so
certain certain
I :

Suppose all your friends decide to say they are under 12.
You just had your twelfth birthday a couple of days ago.
What would you really do?
I I

GO ALONG WITH THE
REST OF' MY FRIENDS

J.

REFUSE TO GO ALONG WITH
THE REST OF MY FRIENDS

I I

I I
I I

~--~~~
· ~----absolutely ~~~fairly ~------=
I guessszi
guess ~~~-fairly ~--~--~
absolutely

certain

certain

so

:z

so

certain

I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

certain

1)4

E-76)8
The \<Je ird Kid

While you are on vacation you are staying near a big
playground.

You've made friends with some of the kids

and are having lots of fun.

While playing you notice

an odd - looking kid your own age standing around watching
you .

He seems to want to join in.

vJhen you ask the

other kids about him they say, "He's no fun."

vJhat would

you r e ally do in thiB situation?

I I

TELL MY FRI ENDS I
WON ' T PLAY UNLESS
1'JUS KID IS INCLUDED

I I

I l
I I

GO ON PLAYING

~HTH

THE REST OF MY FRIENDS

l I

4,

I

~-:---::--- I

I I

l -::--:---::-- 1

absolutely fairly I guessssi guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
as
so
certain certain
: I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD 'rO DO SO.

I

13.5
E- 7638
~rhe

Rainy Afternoon

It's a rainy afternoon and you have started reading a
good book about a subject you are quite interes ted in.
You are just in the middle of it when the phone rings.
It's a bunch of your friends who have gotten together
at somebody else's house.

They're just sitting around

talking and want you to come over.

What would you really

do?

I I

GO JOIN MY FRIENDS

I :

KEEP ON READING

I I

.5.

------~---- --~--- '

a:
absolutely fairly I guessa:I
guess ' --~~fairly ' ----~---absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
I I
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

1J6

The Lost Test

You and your friends accidentally find a sheet of paper
which the teacher must have lost.

On this sheet are the

questions and answers for a quiz that you are going to have
tomorrow.

Some of the kids suggest that you not say anything

t o the teacher about it, so that all of you can get better
marks.

What would you really do?

TELL THEM THEY HAVE TO
TELL THE TEACHER ABOUT IT

::
::

LET EACH ONE
DECIDE FOR HIMSELF

l :

6,

I

'-:::--:--~- f

I I

I -::-..,..--:--- --:----:---:---::-- I

absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fa1rly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
: I
I :

Suppose your friends decide to go ahead.

vJould

you go

al ong with them, or refuse?
REFUSE TO GO ALONG
vHTH MY FRIENDS

I I
: I

GO ALONG WITH
MY FRIENDS

: :

?, '----~~~ --~~- ~------::
'--~---~
I
absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
: : so
certain certain
: r

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

1.37
E-76.38
Jhe Exciting Game

You are playing an exciting game with some of your
friends when suddenly you remember that you still have a
little homework to do.

If you stop playing now you will

have time to do an extra good job.

If you keep on playing

you'll just barely be able to finish it.

But if you stop

now, you'll be disappointing your friends because it will
break up the game.

What would you really do?

....
: I

NO'r BREAK UP

':

THE GAME

8.

':

I
~--~--~

~~~-

BREAK UP

THE GAME

I l

I
~------

~~~-

----------

absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain

....

PLEASE DO NOT TURN T}iE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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E-7638
The Movie

There's a movie playing downtown that all the kids
think is real good .

You and the rest of your friends

are planning to see it.

When you mention it to your

parents, they're not very happy about your seeing this
particular show.

They haven't said you can't go, but

it ' s obvious they'd like it better if you didn't.

What

would you really do?

TELL MY FRIENDS
I'D BETTER NOT GO

9·

~--~~~ ~~~-

....
GO TO THE MOVIE
....: '..
WITH MY FRIENDS
..
=------··~----- ~~~--

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
1:
so
certain certain

....

PLEAS E DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO .
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The New Kid

A new kid has recently joined your class.

This kid

is sort of sloppy, and some of the others tease him a bit.
One day after school, as you are standing around with
some of your friends, the new kid comes along.

Someone

says, "Here comes you know who -sloppy as ever."
start making remarks.

They

What would you really do in this

situation?

: :

GO ALONG \HTH
MY FRIENDS
1 0 • : ~--::---:---::-

......
I I

=-____ ::

TELL MY FRIENDS
I'LL LEAVE IF THEY
DON'T STOP
'~~~-~~--~-:--~

absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fairly absolutely
so
: 1 so
certain certain
certain
certain

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UN'riL TOLD TO DO SO .

140
y

E - ?638

The Halloween Prank

You are out with some friends on Halloween night.
They suggest soaping some windows.

What would you

really do in this situation?

Would you tell your friends not to do it, or let
each one do what he wants?
TELL THEM THEY
SHOULDN'T DO IT

: :
::

....
: :
::

LET EACH ONE DO
\IJHAT HE WANTS

_______ _______

1.

-~---- '----------

absolutely fairly 1 guess::! guess fairly absolutely
so
: : so
certain certain
certain
certain
I I

Suppose your friends decided to soap a few windows.

~hat

would you really do?
I :

GO ALONG WITH
MY FRIENDS

2.

---:----:--- I

...: .:
..
: I

REFUSE TO GO ALONG
\IHTH MY FRIENDS
1---:---:---- I

absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
: :

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL 'rOLD TO DO SO.

I

141

The Ba ckwa rds Swe a ter

One day one of your friends whom everybody likes came
t o school with his sweater on backwards.

This ca ught on,

and soon all your friends are wearing sweaters the same
way.

They want you to do it too.

Your parents don't

say you can't do it, but you can see they'd like it better
if you didn't wear your sweater backwards.

What would

you r eally do in this situation?

STOP WEARING THE SWEATER
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO

I I

: :
:

J.

DRESS LIKE MY
FRIENDS DO

:

~--~~~ ~~~- ~------ ~ = ~-----

absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
11
so
certa in certain

....
I :

PLEAS E DO NOT TUR N THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The Class Project

Each kid in your class had to choose one of several
projects to work on with a few other kids.

When the choices

were announced, it turned out that most of your friends
had picked another project that you were not so interested
in, and none had picked the one you had chosen.

Your

friends want you to switch over to their project.

The

teacher said you can change your choice if you want to.
What would you really do?

NOT CHANGE TO vJORK
WITH MY FRIENDS

4.

I

I

: J

::
::
: r

CHANGE TO WORK
WITH MY FRIENDS
z

J

absolutely fairly I guesszzi guess fairly absolutely
: J
so
certain certain
certain
certain
so
I J

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

J

14J

E-7638
The Sick Friend

You and the kids you go around with have just started
a game of cards with a friend who has been sick when
someone remembers that it is the last day of the fair.
None of you has had a chance to see it and it's supposed
to be very good.

If you all leave right away there would

still be time to get there.

The sick friend wouldn't

be able to go, but the! rest of your friends all seem to
be going .• They want ;y·ou to go with them.

What

would

you really do?

REFUSE TO GO
WITH MY FRIENDS

5•

%

I--=--- - S

zs
:z
z:

GO ALONG vHTH
MY FRIENDS

I Z- : : : - - - -

-........,..--%

absolutely fairly I guessz:I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:1 so
certain certain
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

S
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E- 76)8
The Popular Friend

There's a new kid who's been going around with you
and your friends.
likes him.

This kid is lots of fun, and everybody

But a f ter your fr i ends were over at the

house the other day, you realized your parents didn't
like your new friend too much.

They didn't say anything

about it, but you can see they'd like it better if you
didn't see too much of this kid in the future .

What

would you really do?

l I

KEEP ON GOING AROUND
vHTH THIS FRIEND

I S
I I

STOP SEEING
THIS FRIEND

I :

6.

--=--~-~

a_ _ _ _ a

rr

a_...,..___ ,

absolutely fairly I guess:;I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
r:
so
certain certain
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

r
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E- 7638
The Fruit Tree

You and some friends are out walking on an abandoned
road when you notice a tree in the field all laden with
ripe fruit.

There is a weather-beaten sign saying "No

Trespassing", but no fence.

The kids suggest that you

all go over and eat some fruit.
very much.

It's a kind that you like

What would you really do?

Would you tell them they

s~oulctn•t

do it or let each

one do what he wants?
l I

LET EACH ONE DO

WHAT HE WANTS

a'
: I

TELL THEM THEY
SHOULDN'T DO IT

::

7. : - - - - - --,--..,..-- _____ : :

'~-:--~-:

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain

a

: :

Suppose all your friends went ahead to eat the fruit.
Would you do it too, or would you refuse to go along with
your friends?

....
I I

REFUSE TO GO ALONG
VJITH MY FRIENDS

: :

GO ALONG vHTH THE
OF MY FRIENDS

REST

J :

8,

' --------- --~-- ______ 1:

1- - - : - - - - 1

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
: I

PLEAS E DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

I
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The Summer Camp

You have a chancet to go to camp this summer.
are two possibilities.

There

One camp has special classes in

things you are especially interested in, but some of your
friends are going to a1nother camp.
to come with them.

Your friends want you

What would you really do?

::

GO TO THE CAMP
WITH MY FRIENDS

: I
: I

... .

GO TO THE CAMP
WITH SPECIAL CLASSES

I I

9.

' absolutely ' fairly ' I
certain

certain

r

guess:: I guess fairly absolutely
: : so
so
certain certain
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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E- 7638
The Foreign Kid

ln your neighborhood a new family has moved in.
They are from a foreign country and have one child who
is in your class at school.

This kid understands your

language but doesn't say very much.

In a few days it'll

be Halloween and you plan to go trick and treating with
other kids in the neighborhood.

Someone asks if you should

take this foreign kid along, but most of your friends are
against it.
about yet;
better."

They say:

"He doesn't know what it's a 1.1

we'll take him later when he speaks our language
What would you really do in this situation?

REFUSE TO GO ALONG
vliTH MY FRIENDS UNLESS
THIS KID vlAS INCLUDED
10 . :

':

....
1 :

::
s:

: -::---:--~- - - - - ' :

GO ALONG WITH THE
REST OF MY FRIENDS
~-..,...--- s

absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
1'

PLEASE

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

l

E-76)8
The Babysitter

You are playing a game with a bunch of kids in the
neighborhood.

One of the kids says, "! guess I won't

be able to play with you because I have to stay home to
watch my little brother this afternoon."

You could go on

playing with your friends or stay with this kid while
he watches his little brother.

What would you really do?

I I

I :

NOT LEAVE MY FRIENDS
1.

I I

:

--:---=---:---=-- -=---=---=-- I

'

I I

STAY WITH THE KID
1-..,..--~-~

absolutely fairly I guess:1I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
11
so
certain certain
I I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

I
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The TV Program

Tonight there

arE~

two TV programs showing at the same

time.

One of these is a program about your favorite

hobby.

The other is a comedy show that your friends

like very much.
anything from it.

You think it's O.K. but you don't learn
Your friends are all getting together

to see the comedy show tonight, and they want you to come
too.

But if you do, you'll miss the program about your

hobby.

What would you really do?

: I

SEE THE PROGRAM ABOUT
MY HOBBY

I I

::

SEE THE PROGRAM WITH
MY FRIENDS

I I

2.

~--~~~~~~~-'

::

~~~- ~

absolutely fairly I guess: :I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
: : so
certain certain

....:
~

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

I
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E-7638
The Old Sneakers

The kids that you go around with all like to wear
old sneakers wherever they go.

Your parents don't forbid

you to wear sneakers, but it's obvious they'd like it
better if you didn't.
on wearing them.

Your friends want you to keep

What would you

reall~

do?

1 I

vJEAR SNEAKERS LIKE
MY FRIENDS DO

J,

I

1--...,..--~- I

':
'' 'a
: :

STOP IJJEARING SNEAKERS
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO
I~~-=--- I

absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
I I
: 2
: 1

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

I
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E- 7638
The Rubber Snake

Ther e's a teac her in the school that nobody likes .
Some of the kids you go around with suggest playing a t r ick
on this t eache r by hi ding a very real-looking rubbe r snake
in he r de s k drawe r .

~~hey

want you to help by watching in

the hall and giving a warning if anybody come s .

What

would you really do?

Would you tell your friends they shouldn't do it,
or let each one do what he wants?
LET EACH ONE DO
\IJHA T HE It/ANTS

TELL MY FRIE~~S THEY
SHOULDN'T DO IT

:s
: s

4. :absolutely fairly · I guessz:I
== ~----~~~-- ~ ----~--~
guess fairly absolutely
certain

certain

so

::
...
.

so

certain

Suppose the kids decided to go ahead.

certain

Would you help

your friends by watching in the hall as they asked you to?
: 1

REFUSE TO
HELP MY FRIENDS

....:
:

WOULD HELP
MY FRIENDS

: I

5.

l

I

1

:s

:

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
1:
so
certain certain
::

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

J

15 2

~rhe

Personal Pr oject

You a re making or building s omething.

Jus t a s you

get wor king on it, s ome of the other kids come by and ask
you to do something with them.

STICK WITH THE
PROJECT
6•

Z

What would you r eally do?

ZI

:s
::

DO WHAT MY FRIENDS
WANT TO DO

I :- --:--::-- :
Z :
: -::--:---:--- -~--::---:---::-absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:a so
certain certain
: I
: I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

1.53
.The Broken .Window

You and your friends are playing ball in a vacant
lot next to a big building when one of the windows gets
broken.

The kids don't want to tell anyone about it so

that they won't get into trouble.

What would you

reall~

do?
TRY TO TALK
THE OTHERS INTO
REPORTING IT

: I

J I
I :

LET EACH ONE DO
WHAT HE WANTS

I :

7•

I

1..,--:---:--- I

I I

J

1_,..-~-~

absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
: 1 so
certain certain
I I

Now suppose all your friends start to go and want
you to come with them.

What would you
I l

GO

~H

TH Tlfu""'M

: :

real!~

do?

REFUSE TO
GO \HTH THEM

I I

8,

l

I

:Z

I

absolutely fairly I guess::! guess fa1rly absolutely
certain
certain
so
:: so
certain certain
: :
: I

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

:
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The Class Picnic

Your class had e;ome money left over at the end of the
year and the teacher said you could use it to have a class
picnic next Saturday.

One kid whom nobody likes was

absent that day and didn't hear about the picnic.

The

other kids suggest nc•t saying anything about it, so that
this kid won't be there.

'v'lhat would you really do in

this situation?

GO ALONG WITH
THE REST OF THE KIDS

a1
I :

REFUSE TO GO UNLESS
THIS KID IS INCLUDED

: I

9. '----~--~ ~~~-=

:s

'~~~-~~--~~~

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
11
so
certain certain
: I

: :

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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E- 76)8
The Special Way of Talking

The kids you go around with have a special way of
talking that you like very much, but your parents don't
really like it.

They haven't forbidden you to talk that

way, but it's obvious they'd like it better if you didn't
do it.

Your friends don't see anything wrong with it and

think it's a lot of :fun.

vfha t

would you really do?

l I

TALK LIKE MY
FRIENDS DO
10 • :

' ...,.--,--.,.---

:s

::

STOP TALKING
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO

': ''

'...,.--:--=---

absolutely fairly I guess::I guess fairly absolutely
certain
certain
so
s:
so
certain certain

''

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

'
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APPENDIX D.
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157
Moral Dilemmas Test
(Spanish Version - Translation and adaptation
by Ana M. Donini)
X

El sombrero

Has encontrado un sombrero que tus companeros
creen que es muy bonito.

Tus padres no te han dicho nada,

pero tu puedes darte cuenta que a ellos les gustar!a que no
lo usaras .

Al contrario, tus companeros quieren que

sigas usando el sombrero.

NO LO USARIA MAS

que har!as realmente?

l,Tu

"
"

SEGUIRIA LA OPINION
DE MIS COMPA~EROS

"

"

1.

I

I

"

:

:

totalmente bastante quiz4s"quiz's bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
II

..

NO DES VU ELTA LA PAGINA HASTA QUE

T~

10 DIGAN

:

158

E- 7638
Entrada a mitad de precio

Piensas ir a1 cine con unos arnigos tuyos.
de menos de 12 ai!los pagan 1a rnitad.
companeros tienen

rn~s

de 12

pagar 1a mi tad".

.:.Tti

qu~

Los nH1os

Algunos de tus

a~os.

Uno de e1los dice•
,.
"Vamos a decir que todos tenemos menos de 12 anos para

DEJARIA QUE CADA UNO
H.AGA 10 QUE 1E PAREZCA

har!as realmente?

.
.
II

1ES DIRIA QUE DEBEN DECIR
LA EDAD QUE TIENEN

II

2.

1

I

I

11

I

I

I

totalmente bastante quiz£s"quiz!s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
••
seguro
seguro
Supongamos que todos tus companeros deciden decir que tienen
rnenos de 12 anos.
qu~

lT6

Ta

-

cumpliste los 12 a~os hace dos d!as.

har!as realmente?
II

SEGUIRIA LA OPINION
DE MIS COMPA~EROS

.

"

ME NEGARIA A HACER 10 QUE
HACEN MIS COMPAf:lliROS

"

).

I

I

I

11

I

I

totalmente bastante quiz~s"quizKs bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
II

NO DES VUELTA LA PAGINA HASTA QUE TE 10 DIGAN

I

159

E-7638

El mucha cho media tonto
Durante tus vacaciones encontraste un grup o de
muchachos.

Te has hecho a mi go con algunos de ellos, con los

cuales lo est«s pasando muy bien.

Un d!a, mientras est'n

juga ndo juntos, nota s que otro muchacho de tu misma ectad,
los mira jugar con gran interes.

Parece que quisiera

juntarse con ustedes para jugar.

Cuando preguntas a tus

companeros te contestan:
y raro''.

lT~ qu~

har!as realmente en esta situaci6n?

I.ES DIRIA A MI S AMIGOS
QUE NO VOY A JUGAR CON
ELLOS SI NO 10
INVITAN A JUGAR
4•

I

I

"No, ese muchacho es me.dio tonto

I

SEGUIRIA JUGANDO CON
MIS COMPA~EROS

I

I

totalmente bastante quizls quizls bastante tota lmente
seguro
se guro
seguro
se~uro

NO DES VUELTA LA PAGINA HASTA QUE TE LO DIGAN

I

E- 76)8

160
Una tarde lluviosa

Es una tarde lluviosa y tu has comenzado a leer un
libro sobre un tema que te interesa rnucho.
de tu lectura cuando suena el telefono.

Est~s

a mitad

Es un grupo de

companeros tuyos que se han juntado en la casa de otro
companero.

Estan reunidos para platicar y pasar el tiempo,

pero quieren que vayas.

iTU que harras realmente?

IRIA A JUNTARME CON
MIS COMPA~EROS
5.

SEGUIRIA

I

LEYE~TI O

I

totalmente bastante quizas"quizis bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"

"
II

NO DES VUELTA LA PAGINA HASTA QUE TE 10 DIGAN

I

161

.La prueba perdida

T(l y tus cornpaneros han encontrado por casualidad una
hoja de papel que se le ha perdido a tu maestro.
hoja

est~n

las preguntas y respuestas de una prueba que

tienen manana.

compa~eros

Algunos de tus

le digan nada al maestro.
buena nota.

En esa

~Ta qu~

As! todos

sugieren que no

podr~n

sacarse una

har!as realmente?
II

LES DIRIA QUE TIEN:EN QUE
AVISARLE AL IVIAESTRO
6,

I

I

..

DEJARIA QUE CADA UNO
DECIDIERA POR S1 MISi.1Q

I

I

quiz~s quiz~s

totalmente bastante
seguro
seguro

I

I

bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro

Supongamos que tus companeros deciden no decir nada
al maestro.

lT(l

qu~

har!as realmente?

NO SEGUIRIA LA OPINION
DE l\liS COMPA~ROS

"

HARIA LO QUE ELLOS DECIDEN

II

It

7,

I

I

I

11

I

I

totalmente bastante quiz~s"quiz!s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
II

II

NO DES VUELTA LA PAGINA HASTA QUE TE LO DIGAN

I

162

El part ido intere sante

Tu

estas jugando un partido muy interesante con algunos

de tus companeros, cuando de repente te acuerdas que
todav!a no has terminado tu tarea de la escuela.

Si

dejas de jugar inmediatamente vas a tener tiempo suficiente
para hacer bien tu tarea.

Si sigues jugando, apenas vas a

tener tiempo para terminarla.

Pero si dejas de jugar ahora

tus companeros se van a enojar porque van a tener que
interrumpir el juego.

SEGUIRIA JUGANDO
8,

:

~Tu

que har!as realmente?

"
"
"

INTERRUMPIRIA EL JUEGO

11

I

totalmente bastante quiz~s''quizas bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
"
"
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E-76)8
La pel!cula

Estan dando una pel!cula que todos los muchachos dicen
que es muy buena .
en ir a verla.

Tu y tus compane r os estan pensandc

Cuando se lo dices a tus padres, te das

cuenta que a ellos no les gusta mucho que vayas a verla.
No te dicen que no vayas; pero es evidente que ellos
~Tuque

prefieren que no vayas.

har!as realmente?

II

DIRIA A MIS COIVlPA~EROS
QUE PREFIERO NO IR

"
"
"

TRIA AL CINE CON MIS

COMPA~EROS

II

9.

:

_t_o_t_a-=-1-m_e_n_t_e bastante
seguro
seguro

r

"

quiz~s"quizas

..

:

:

bastante _t_o_t_a _l _m-e n- teseguro
seguro

"
"
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~1

estudiante nuevo

Un muchacho acaba de llegar a tu clase,

Es un

estudiante descuidado y algunos de tus companeros se
burlan de

~1.

Un d!a,

despu~s

de clase; ttl estas platicando

con tus companeros, y el estudiante nuevo viene
Uno dice1
reirse.

"Ah! viene el sucio'',
&,Ttl

qu~

acerc~ndose.

Y todos comienzan a

hadtas realmente?

II

HARIA 10 QUE HACEN
MIS COMPA1'ffiROS

LES DIRIA A MIS AMIGOS

II

QUE ME VOY SI NO DEJAN

II

DE REIRSE DE EL

It

10.

1

1
1
a
totalmente bastante quiz~s"quiz!s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
r

1

11

II

It
II
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E-7638
La travesura de Ano Nuevo

Supongamos que en la v!spera de Ano Nuevo has salido
con al gunos amigos.
algunas ventanas.

Ellos proponen divertirse ensuciando
~Tu

que har!as realmente en esa

situaci6n?

LES DIRIA QUE NO DEBEN
HAGER ES O

"
II

DEJARIA QUE GADA UNO
HAGA 10 QUE QUIERA

II

1• :

l

I

"

J

'---=----

totalmente bastante qui z ~s"quizas bas tante totalmente
s eguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
"
"

Sup ongamos que tus companeros deciden ensuciar algunas
ventanas.

iTU que har!as realmente?

HARIA 10 QUE MIS
AMIGOS HAGEN
2. :

z

II

"
"
"

ME NEGARIA A HAGER 10 QUE
MIS GOMPANEROS HAGEN
1

r

totalmente bastante quizi!'s"quizi!s ba stante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
"
"
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~1 su~ter

Un d!a uno de

tu~~

al revls

companeros que es muy popular vino

a la escuela con el sueter al

rev~s.

La moda se generaliza,

y pronto todos tus amigos comienzan a usar el sueter al
reves.

Ellos quieren que tu lo hagas tambien.

Tus padres

no dicen que no lo hagas, pero te das cuenta que ellos
lT~

prefieren que no te pongas el sueter al reves.
que har!as realmente en esta situaci6n?

DEJARIA DE USAR EL
SUETER AL REVES

..

ME VESTIRIA COMO MIS
AMIGOS

II

J. :

:

"

..

:

1

totalmente bastante quiz~s"quiz~s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
,,"
"
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El

pro~ecto

de clase

Cada uno de tus compafieros de clase tiene que elegir
un proyecto para trabajar en pequefios grupos.

Cuando se

dieron a conocer los proyectos elegidos, la mayor!a
de tus amigos hab!an preferido un proyecto que a ti no
te interesaba mucho, y ninguno hab!a elegido el tuyo.

Tus

ami gos quieren que tu cambies tu proyecto para trabajar con
ellos.
quieres.

El maestro te dice que tu puedes cambiarlo si
~Tu

que har !as realmente?

NO CAMBIARIA MI
PROYECTO PARA TRABAJAR
CON MIS AMIGOS

"

"

"

CAMBIARIA MI PROYECTO
PARA TRABAJAR CON
MIS AMIGOS

."
4.

l

totalmente ':"'"b_a _s-:-t-a -n-:-t-e
seguro
seguro

"

quizirs"quiz~s

"

I

I

bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro

"

••
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E- 76.38

El amigo enfermo

T~

y tus

compan~eros

habi tuales han comenzado a jugar

a las cartas con un amigo que esta enfermo.

De pronto

uno de ustedes se acuerda que hoy es el ultimo d!a del
circo.

Ninguno de ustedes ha tenido la oportunidad de ir

a verlo y todos dicer1 que esta muy bueno.

Si fueran

inmediatamente todav.ra tendr!an tiempo para llegar a la
ultima sesion.

Por

~;upuesto

que el companero enfermo no

puede ir, pero tus otros amigos estan dispuestos a ir.
~Tuque

Ellos quieren que tu tambien vayas con ellos.
har!as realmente?

NO IRIA CON MIS
COMPAf::EROS
5.

"
II

IRIA AL CIRCO CON
MIS COMPAf::EROS

"
"
I

J

"

l

I

totalmente bastante quizlS"quizi:!s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
"
"
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El amigo popular

Hay un muchacho nuevo que esta saliendo contigo
y con tus amigos.

Es muy divertido, y todos lo quieren.

Pero hace unos d!as tus amigos estudiaron en tu casa,
y te diste cuenta que a tus padres no les

nuevo amigo.

gust~

mucho tu

No te ruLn dicho nada al respecto, perc es

evidente que ellos prHferir!an que no te siguieras juntando

lTa qui har!as realmente?

con este muchacho en adelante.

SEGUIRIA SALIENDO
CON ESTE AMIGO

6.

I

,."
:

"
••
"

DEJARIA DE SALIR
CON ESTE AMIGO
:

I

totalmente bastante quizlrs"quiz~s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
"

"
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E- 76J8
La fruta rnadura

ra est«s andando con algunos de tus compafieros
por un camino solitario, cuando de repente ves un arbol
cargado de fruta rnadura.
borrado que dice:

Hay un cartel viejo y medio

"Prohibida la entrada", pero no hay

ningan cerco.

Tus amigos sugieren entrar y sacar fruta

para comerla.

Es la fruta que mas te gusta.

~T~

que

har!as realmente?
DEJARIA QUE GADA UNO
HAGA 10 QUE QUIERA

?. :

.."
.

LES DARIA QUE NO DEBEN
EN'I'RAR A SAGAR FRUTA

:

..
J
:
:
totalmente bastante quizcfs"quizi!s bastante totalmente
.
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro

.

Supongamos que tus arnigos entran a comer fruta.
~Tu

ir!as tambien, o te negar!as a hacer lo que tus amigos

hac en?
ME NEGARIA A HAGER LO
QUE MIS AMIGOS HAGEN
8. :

.
.
..

IRIA CON MIS
:

COW~A~EROS

'--~--

totalmente bastante quiz<:ts"quizi!s bastante totalmente
..,,
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
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E-76)8
El campamento de verano

Tienes la oporttmidad de ir a un campamento este
verano.

Tienes dos posibilidades.

Un campamento tiene

unas clases especiales que te interesan mucho, pero
algunos de tus amigos van a otro campamento, sin clases
especiales.

Tus amigos quieren que vayas con ellos.

LTa

quf har!as realmente?

IRIA AL CAMPAMENTO CON
MIS AMIGOS

II

IRIA AL CAMPAMENTO CON

II

LAS CLASES ESPECIALES

II

,,

9.

I

I

I

"

I

S

totalmente bastante quiz~s"quiz~s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
II

"
"
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E- 7638
El nino extranjero

Hay una f a mi l ia que acaba de mudarse a tu barrio.
Son extranjeros y tienen un muchacho que esta en tu
misma clase.

Este muchacho entiende todo per o no habla

mucho espanol ni ingles.

Dentro de poco hay unos d!as

de fiesta y estas pensando salir a divertirte con algunos
de tus amigos vecinos.

La mayorra de tus companeros no

quieren invitar al muchacho extranjero.

Dicen que "lo

vamos a invitar el ano que viene, cuando hable ffibjor
espanol o ingles."

l,Tu que har!as realmente en esta situa -

cion?

ME NEGARIA A IR
CON MIS AMIGOS
SI NO LO INVITAN

"
"
"
"

IRIA CON MIS AMIGOS
AUNQUE NO LE INVITEN

"
10. :

"

:

J

totalmente bastante quizas"quizas bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
"
seguro
seguro

.
"
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E- 7638
El herma.no mayor

Tu

estas jugando un partido de pelota con un grupo

de muchachos en tu barrio.

Uno de los muchachos dice:

"Lo siento, pero no voy a poder jugar con ustedes porque
tengo que quedarme en casa esta tarde para cuidar a mi
hermanito".

Tu

podr!as seguir jugando con tus companeros

o quedarte con este muchacho mientras cuida a su herrnanito.
~Tu

qu' har!as realmente?

ME QUEDARIA JUGA~~O
CON MIS COMPAnEROS

"
II
II

ME QUEDARIA CON EL
MUCHACHO MIENTRAS CUIDA
A SU HERMANITO

II

1

t

t

II

: _ _ _ __

totalmente bastante quizc!s"quiz~s bastante totalrnente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"

.
"
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El programa de TV

Esta neche hay dos programas de TV a la misma hera.
Uno de ellos es tu programa favorite.

El otro es un

programa que les gusta mucho a tus amigos.

No es que

no te guste ese programa, perc no aprendes nada viendolo.
compa~eros

Tus

se van a reunir para verlo, y quieren que

tu tambien vayas con ellos.
tu programa preferido.

VERIA MI PROGRAMA
FAVOR ITO
2.

:

:

Si lo haces vas a perder

lTU que har!as realmente?

"
"
"
"
,,

VERIA EL PROGRAMA

CON MIS AMIGOS
'.,..----

totalmente bastante quizas"quizas bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro

..
.."
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La v!bora de plastico

Hay un maestro en la escuela que nadie quiere.
Algunos amigos tuyos planean hacerle una broma escondiendo
en el caj6n de su escritorio una v!bora de plastico pero
que parece real.

Ellos quieren que los ayudes vigilando

la puerta y avisandoles cuando alguien se acerque.

6TU

que har!as realmente?

DEJARIA QUE CADA UNO HAGA
LO QUE QUIERA

"
"

LES DIRIA
HACER ESO

~UE

NO DEBEN

It

4.

.

I

:

totalmente bastante quizas"quizas bastante totalmente
seguro seguro
seguro
seguro
"

.
.

Supongamos que tus amigos deciden hacerlo.

6Tu

ayudarias a tus compafieros cuidando la puerta como te
pidieron?

ME NEGARIA A AYUDAR
A MIS COMPA~EROS

5.

:

totalmente
seguro

"

.

AYUDARIA A MIS COMPAflEROS

..
"

-:-b-a-s~t-a-n~t-e quizas"quiz~s

seguro

."

I

:

bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
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El proye cto personal

Est~s

trabajandci en un proyecto personal.

Apenas has

come n zado tu trabajo cuando algunos de tus compane r os
vienen y te piden que hagas otra cosa con ellos.
qu~

6TU

har!as realmente?

SEGUIRIA TRABAJANDO
EN JVii PROYECTO

II
II

..

HARIA LO QTJB MIS
AMIGOS ME PIDEN

II
II

6.

z

totalrnente bastante
seguro
seguro

..
quizas~~quizas

"

:

bastante ..,..t-o__,. t-a-=-lm
- en_t_e_
seguro
seguro

II
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El vidrio roto

Tu y tus amigos estan. jugando a la pelota en un terreno
bald!o junto a un gran edificio, cuando un pelotazo
rompe una ventana.

Tus amigos no quieren dec!rselo a nadie

para que no los regafien.

l,Tu que har!as realmente?

TRATARIA DE CONVENCERLOS
QUE DECI.RSELO

QUE TIENEN
AL DUEna

"
"
II

DEJARIA QU.t. GADA UNO
HAGA LO QUE LE
PAREZCA

II
II

7·

l

l

"

I

J

_t_o_t_a_l_m_e_n_t_e bas tan t e qui zas qui zlis bas tan te _t_o_t_a.,..l_m_e_n_t_e
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
"
II

II

Supongamos que todos tus amigos empiezan a escaparse y
quieren que

tu

hagas lo mismo.

ME IRIA CON ELLOS

iTU que har!as realmente?

.
II

NO ME IRIA CON ELLOS

II

8.

I

I

I

II

I

totalmente bastante quizas"quizas bastante totalmente
..
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro

.

II
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El picnic de la clase
....

Al

Tu clase ha ido ,juntando dinero durante el ano.
final del ano la maestra dice que ustedes pueden usar

ese dinero para tener un d!a de picnic el sabado pr6ximo.
Un muchacho a quien nadie quiere, y que no estaba en
clase ese d!a, no oy6 nada del picnic.

Tus companeros

quieren que no le digan nada, as! nova al picnic.
qu~

l,Tli

har!as realmente en esta situaci6n?

ACEPTARIA NO DEC I RLE

"

NADA

"
"

ME NEGARIA A IR AL
PICNIC SI NO LE AVISAN AL
MUCHACHO

"
"

9.

II

:

totalmente bastante quizas"quiz~s bastante totalmente
seguro
seguro
seguro
seguro
II

"
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E-7638
La forma especial de hablar

Tus amigos usan palabras y una forma especial de
hablar que te gusta mucho, pero que a tus padres no les
gusta nada.

No te lo han prohibido, pero es evidente que

a ellos les gustar!a mucho que no hablaras as!.

Tus

amigos no ven nada malo en eso, y piensan que es muy
divertido.

~Ta qu~

har!as realmente?

SEGUIRIA HABLANDO COMO
MIS AMIGOS

10,

I

I

totalmente bastante
se guro
seguro

I

"
"
"
"
"
"

DEJAHIA DE HABLAR COMO
LO HAGEN MIS AMIGOS

quiz~s"quiz~s

l

bastante _t_o_t_a_l_m_e_n_t_e
seguro
seguro

"
"
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